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Sig Ep suspended for allegro hazing
ABE ABORAYA

derly conduct and another charge of hazing, according to documents made available to the Future on Thursday.
The former pledge, Cole Ramsey
The fraternity Sigma Phi Epsilon was
summarily suspended Dec. 21 by Student Streets, filed the report with the UCF PD.
Development and Enrollment Servi.ce.s Streets claims in the incident report that
after an incident report was filed with the his hip 'and back were injured in the initfaUCF Police Department that alleged a Sig tion and that he tried to leave but members
Ep pledge was injured during an off-cam- forced him to stay.
pus initiation ritual
·
~Y The alleged hazing happened outside of
The suspension will stand until there is . UCF PD's jurisdiction, so no criminal
a conduct hearing for one charge of disor- Charges can be filed by UCF PD.
News Editor

" ~

I·

No arrests have been made and no
charges have been filed by Seminole County Sheriff's Office, the agency with jurisdiction, according to Lt Barry Smith, the sheriff's office's shift commander. That
information·was also confirmed by Cpl
James Roop, a spokesman for UCF PD.
Roop said that Streets was strongly
encouraged to file a report with Seminole
County Sheriff's Office but that his depart• P~EASE SEE

PLEDGE ON AS
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POETRY IN MOTION.
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IS THAT A
SPY IN YOUR
The U.S. Defense Department has
issued a warning that contractors
traveling through Canada have
had fake Canadian currency
planted on them. The fake coins
contained transmitters that could
be used.for spying. Independent
experts say that China, Russia and
France are top suspects.

~ROUND CAMPUS, A2

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
BOARD TO HOST SNOW
.DAY EVENT TODAY
It may be an uncommonly warm
winter, but CAB is making sure that
UCF students get a snow day this
year. Everyone is invited to come and
play in the snow at the Memory Mall
and listen to music from local bands.

LOCAL &STATE,A2

MASKED SUSPECTS
MAKE OFF WITH $4 MIL
WORTH OF RARE COINS
Atrio of masked, knife-wielding sus. pects sped off with $4 million worth
of rare coins from an Orlando dealer,
the second year in a row that thieves
have targeted a coin show in the City
Beautiful, authorities said.
l
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ANTIWAR ACTIVISTS
RUSH TO ORGANIZE
PROTESTS ACROSS U.S.
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· Juggling Club provides
relaxation and inspiration
TARA YOUNG

Sudoku
Crossword

. News Editor

The UCF Police Department
was dispatched to the Student
Uni.onWednesday after members of
Students for a Democratic Society
refused to move from an area in
front ofStudent Uni.on to the nearby
free assembly zone, revealing what
Uriion officials called a grey area in
the Golden Rule handbook as to
where the Uni.on starts and a free
assembly zone begins.
. The situation, however, could
have been avo~ded had members of
SDS gone into the Uni.on and made
a reservation for a booth, said Rick
Falco, the associate di.rector of the
Student Uni.on.
"If they had just followed the
guidelines, this whole thing could
have been avoided," said Katie Shepherd, a graduate a5si.stant working in
.· the Uni.on who was familiar with the
event
SDS members were unsure if
they would be punished for the:
infringement
''Who lmows what they'll do:'
said Eric Ei.ngold, an SDS leader and
a senator in the Student Government Association. 'We lmow they
were gunning for us, and this is the
ammunition."
·
SDS became a registered student
organization over the winter break,
.and this was their first official event
asanRSO.
Eingold was given a written
warning by the officers for trespassing and said he was given an referral Patrick Decarlo, also with· SDS,
said he also thought he got a referral
Corp. James Roop, a spokesman
for the UCF PD, confirmed that
·three referrals were given, but he
would not confirm the names ofthe
students because referrals are privileged academic records.
The trespass warning given to
Eingold stated that he rec~i.ved it for

SDS ON AS
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Top: Kevin Walker (left) and Matt Byron (right) juggle clubs in the Student Union. Above: Mike
Wilhelm (right)-and Raymond Jimenez (left) enjoy the meeting, which is on Tuesdays at 6 p.m.

DON'T SWEAT THE TECHNIQUE

Contributing Writer

Picture a room filled with movement, color and sound
Yellow, green and blue clubs fly high into the air. Rings and
small balls cloud your view. Students whiz by on uni.cycles,
racing around the room and weaving in and out of the chaos
around them.
That Was the scene at.the first weekly meeting ofthe UCF
Juggling Club Tuesday night. Members filled every comer of
the room, each intently juggling a different object, with their
noses pointing to the ceiling. '
'
''The club is open to anyone and everyone," said Kevin
. Walker, the club's president. ·~yone who is creative, lookPLEASE SEE

It only looks hard. For those who think that juggling is a mystery and
wish to improve their skills, here are some of the tricks of the trade.

Shower Basic3-Ball Multiplex Fountain Flash
Apattern in which · Cascade
The basic four-ball
Throwing all
Simultaneaously

the balls travel in
a circular motion
from one hand to
the other.

JUGGLING ON A6

·

Basic juggling pattern where you
exchange one ball at
atime from one
hand to the other,
and in which the
balls pass underneath each other.

throwing two or
more balls out of
the same hand.

pattern with two
balls in each hand,
each forming their
own circle, passing
next to each other.

the balls up at
once; emptying
your hands.

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SOS members gather outside the Student Union
Wednesday. The group was given 3referrals.

Rock for Hunger raises $200 for charity
JEN GLANTZ
StaffWriter

TODAY'S
I. WEATHER
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ABE ABORAYA

PLEASE SEE

Angered by President Bush's decision
to send more than 20,000 U.S. troops
to Iraq, the activists planned a·large
protest in New York's Times Square
and smaller rallies in the Boston area
and others cities across the country.

Around Campus
Weather
local & State
Nation &Wortd

SDS, Union
clash over
assembly
violation

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Rock for Hunger at downtown Orlando. Rock and hip
hop artists helped to raise money for Second Harvest.

Volunteer UCF organized
their first charity concert of the
year Tuesday in downtown
Orlando, and raised $200 for
SecondHarvestachfuityhelping to feed the hungry in
Orange. County and across
Central Florida
The concert was the first of
its kind· this school year,
although the group has seven
more concerts already planned
for this year. Chris Goyzueta,
the head of Volunteer UCF

· Hunger, has some high goals set
for Rock for Hunger.
. ''.A goal I would like to reach
with each show at the bigger
· venues is between $500 and
$1,200 each show," Goyzueta
said about Rock for Hunger.·~
our major show once a year we
plan on reaching about $5,000
this year:• Said Goyzueta
Goyzueta combined music
and charity at Tuesday's event
- along with rock and hip hop
- to create a fun atmosphere
for students at Backbooth in
downtown Orlando.
"Rock for .Hunger is about

musicians, the community,
UCF arid anyone who cares
about the cause of ending
poverty and make the world a
better place:' Goyzueta said.
'We showcase some of the
most talented musicians in
Florida and try to raise money
and awareness to help fight
local and global poverty.''·
Tracy Wille, a freshman at
UCF, came to the event to give
back to the COllllJluni.ty while
letting go of the stress of the
first week of school. Wille, of
course, also came out to listen
to some good music

''To college students, rock 'n'
roll is a huge part of college,
alongside with discovering
what life is about," Wille said
"So on that long, four-year journey; why not stop for a few seconds, and just relax and give
back? People bond over music
and people tend to go to shows
regardless, so why not make a
charity event out of it?''
Students weren't the only
ones looking to help out the
community Tuesday. Band
members also found meaning
PLEASE SEE
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Martin Luther King Day observance
Classes will not be held on
Monday in observance of Martin Luther King Day.
Classes will resume to their
regular schedules on Tuesday.

RWC hours for holiday
The Recreation and Wellness Center will operate under
their break hours on Monday,
and will be open from 3 p.m.
until 10 p.m.
Normal hours will resume
on Tuesday.

Marketplace open for holiday
The Marketplace dining hall
will be open from 10:30 a.m. to 8
p.m. on Monday, but all other
UCF Dining Services locations
will be closed in observance of
the holiday.
For more information, contact Erin Milek at 407-823-5989.

Career fair preparation workshop
Career Services and Experiential Learning will host a program on preparing for ccµ-eer .
fairs and expos on Tuesd~y
from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the
Career Resource Center of Ferrell Commons, Room 185C.
The program will cover how
to research employers, what is
appropriate to wear at these
events, essential things to bring,
and how to communicate with
companies.
.
For more information, contact Career Services and Experiential Learning at 407-823-

2361

Career exploration workshop
Career Services and Experiential Learning will host a
workshop on career exploration
on Tuesday from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
in Computer Center II, Room
108.
The workshop will give students a hands-on opportunity to
learn about career exploration,
and how to find a satisfying
career.
For more information, contact Career Services and Experiential Learning at 407-8232361
.

CAB Zombie Event·
The Campus Activities
, Board is holding an event completely devoted to zombies on
Tuesday from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. in
the Cape Florida Room of the
Student Union, sections C and
D.

From boardgames to video
gain.es, and just about everything in between, everything
will be zombie-themed
For more information, contact Sabrina Glass at 407-8236471.

CORRECTION

A novel profession
After 30 years,
.UCF librarian
retires but won't
rest anytime soon
TYLER GILLESPIE
Contributing Writer

When students are troubled with questions not easily
answered with · a simple
Google search on the internet,
they turn to the reference
desk in the library ~ and for
30. years, Cheryl Mahan has ·
been the woman to ask.
Mahan, the "under-60"
librarian, started working for
UCF in 1977, back when it was
Florida Technological University. She retired Thursday
after many dedicated years.
"The school is growing so
fast," Mahan said. "I'm glad
that I got to be a part of it and
watch the development."
Throughout the years,
Mahan has heard inquiries
ranging from the fairly simple
to the vastly complex. But one
of the most memorable questions was a student's conundrum over whether a cockroach would die faster by
being put in the freezer or in
the microwave, Mahan said
"I tried my best to find an
answer in a book, but in the
end, we had to use some common sense," Mahan said "If a
cockroach was put in the
microwave it would blow up,
so we figured it would die
more quickly."
This practical knowledge
was also helpful when a
female student requested
recipes for Spanish fly, a supposed aphrodisiac.
''It was hard for me to keep
a straight face, but in the end
we found some techniques, to
which the girl was very grateful."
While Mahan said that she .
had "the best job in the
world," being a librarian was
not what she always pictured
herself doing.
While growing up, she had
the goal of becoming a foreign
laµguage interpreter. She

PHOTOS BY BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Cheryl Mahan, top center, started working at the UCF Library in 1977. She helped to
procure the popular Frankenstein: Penetrating the Secrets ofNature eKhibit.

earned her undergraduate
degree in Spanish and French
from Purdue University.
It was not until she was stationed in Germany with her
husband when she realized
her future career.
"In the 1970s, I was put in
charge of a small library in
Germany," she said "I thought
that it was a pretty cool job,
and then I realized that you
had to have a master's degree,
because an undergraduate
was not enough."
Her husband eventually
went to Vietnam and Mahan
came back to the states, where
she earned her master's
degree in library science from
Florida State University.
At the end of her career as
a librarian, Mahan worked
about 10 hours a day, four days
a week. She arrived at the
library around 5:30 a.m. and
left at 6:00 p.m. She was considered to be the most senior
librarian at the university.
The reference desk wa5 not
the only place Mahan's knowledge was utilized.
She participated in the
boo~ ordering for classes such
as theatre, Spanish, African-

In regards to the Jan.10 story
titled "G-a-r-a-g-e spells relief;•
John Clark's title is director of
parking and transportation.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have· a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407- 4474556 or an e-mail to editor@
CentralFloridaFuture.com.
Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for
the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Friday edition.

..

Masked suspects steal $4 million
in rare coins at Orlando hotel

•The Campus Activities
Board will hold a Florida-style
Snow Day event today from 2
p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Memory
Mall area between the Clasi:;room 1 Building and the Health
and Public Affairs Building.
The event will feature local
bands and the chance to play in
the snow. ·
For more information, contact Cecilia Chile at 407-8236471.

American and women's studies. She also taught a class of
graduate students in the
anthropology and English
depart.Qlents on how to adequately make use of specific
databases.
And in 2004, she had a
large hand in procuring for
.the library the very popular
exhibit: Frankenstein: Pene-

trating the Secrets ofNature.
With the installment of the
''.Ask a Librarian" service in
the library, fewer students are
seeking personal interaction
with the reference section.
''.A lot of people think we
are scary or intimidating, but
we don't bite." Mahan said "I
genuinely want to help students utilize their resources.
"My biggest disappointment is that students aren't
aware of the extensive
amount of help they can get,"
she said. "'.They might as well
get what they pay for."
In recent years, UCFs student body enrollment has
expanded to nearly 45,000,
putting UCF in the top 10 universities nationally by enrollment. But to Mal_lan, this population boom has left the need

for individual attention.
"With the student population growing to be so big, peo- .
ple need special attention;•
she said. "That is why they
come to the reference desk."
While the stereotype of a
typical librarian brings to
mind a life consumed solely
by books, Mahan proves herself different. She is a world
traveler, visiting such exotic
places as Bolivia, Peru and the
Galapagos Islands.
.
Her favorite location is in
Australia, where she once was
part of a group that piloted
their own plane.
And · Mahan's adventures
won't end with her retirement.
As a lapsed pilot, she is
poised to regain her pilot's
license; she also plans to do
more volunteer work, travel
and purchase another dog to
play with her two Jack Russell
terriers, Cleopatra and Sparky.
She will not have too much
immediate time to kick back
and put up lier feet. She and
her husband have planned to
go to five different places in
the first five weeks of her
retirement. They will be making stops in cities such as Tallahassee, Indianapolis, Houston and 'ending up in
Germany, where they ·w ill be
attending Carnival with
friends.
"I guess I won't have too
much time to think about my
leaving," she said "I won't be
gone that long, because soon I
will come back to visit and
have some lunch."
The decision to retire was
not an easy one for Mahan.
After contemplating retirement for almost a year, Mahan
didn't want to leave the environment the she had come to
love.
But in the end, she decided
that it was finally time for her
to end this chapter of her life
and begin another.
"The thing that .I'm going
to miss the most is my amazing colleagues," Mahan said.
"Plus we have some of the
most fabulous students here
at UCF; it is great to see their
smiling faces."

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL

Today

Today: Temperatures warm up, with
only a10 percent chance of rain.
Winds east at 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Skies clear up with no
cliance of overnight rain. Winds eastnortheast at 5to10 mph.

'PARTLY CLOUDY

High: 77° _
Low: 61°

/~~ Saturday

..J

PARTLYCLOUDY

Sunday
MOSTLY CLOUDY

High:80°
Low:61°
High:81°
Low:62°

ORLANDO - A trio of
masked, knife-wielding suspects sped off with $4 million
worth of rare coins that they
stole from a dealer, the second
year in a row that thieves have
targeted a coin show here,
authorities said
The take from Saturday's
heist included a set of 1843 U.S.
coins once owned by President
John Tyler, according to an
Orange County sheriff's report,
and other copper, gold and silver coins.
The dealer was robbed in ·
front of a hotel, in town for the
Florida United Numismatists'
annual show, one of the largest
in the country.
"It's a brazen happening,"
said Robert Brueggeman, head
of The Professional Numismatists Guild and owner of Positive Protection, which provided
security at the convention.
"This kind of thing doesn't happen often at all, at knifepoint."
The coins were insured,
according to the sheriff's report,
but it was not clear for how
much. The dealer had no immediate comment Wednesday.
The license plate on' the getaway car was registered to a
person. in Miami, and fingerprints were lifted off the SUV,
but authorities hadn't reached
any conclusions Wednesday.
The . burglars left nothing
behind but a white cloth mask
and a pair of sunglasses, according to the report.
Padilla said investigators
were told the coins were
extremely rare, which could
make them hard for a thief to
unload
"I guess it makes you wonder if the people that committed this crime even knew what
they were getting," Padilla said

•
•

•

•'

•

•'

2 guards get 1year in prison each
in sex-for-contraband scheme
TALLAHASSEE Two
guards received one-year
prison sentences Wednesday
for their roles in a sex-for-contraband scheme that ended in a
fatal shootout at a federal prison
for women.
Gregory Dixon, who admit_ted having sex with inmates but
denied giving them anything for
it, has taken responsibility for
his actions and was sorry, his
lawyer said
·
The other guar~ Alan
Moore, told U.S. District Judge
Robert Hinkle he was wrqngly
convicted .
"I did not do the things I was
accused of," Moore said
A jury convicted both in
November of conspiring to
accept illegal gratuities and
other crimes.
Dixon and Moore were
among six guards who had been
charged with being part of a
conspiracy to trade cigars, cigarettes, chewing gum, jewelry
and cosmetics to inmates for
sex and money at the Tallahassee Federal Correctional Institution.
"They took an honorable
position and public trust and
used it for self-gratification,"
Assistant U.S. Attorney Alan
Sprowls told the judge. "Their
conduct was a complete abandonment of what they knew
was right."
One guard, Ralph Hill,
pulled a gun and began firing at
fede~ agents who had gone to
the prison to arrest the suspects
June 21. Hill and Justice Department Special Agent William
"Buddy" Sentner were killed,
and a prison officer aiding in
the arrests was wounded.
Three other guards pleaded

..
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guilty.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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KnightShoppers.com
In association with UCF, do your
shopping with KnightShoppers.com
and get the best deals and discounts
on hundreds of your ravcrite brands.

• I\. . Baldwin's Pub
~

~·

841 Bennett Rd.,
Orlando, Fl 32803
( 407) . 896-8310

Domestic & Imported Beers & Wine
Carom Billiards • Pocket Billiards • Darts
Live Entertainment Fridays & Saturdays
Open Mic Blues Jam Every Wednesday
•
Big Screen TV for Sports
Show College ID for Special Pric~s!
.__________wv._v_w___;,..b~!dwinspub.com r
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Colonial Dr.
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PLAZA Theotre
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408 Expressway
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*

FREE DRINKS for all 21 + until MIDNIGHT!

$2 domestics and 2 for 1 shots
*

a~er Midnightf

VIP guests enjoy $100 bottles of Grey Goose

Vodka,$1 00 Bacardi flavors or Rain Vodka, $150 Bomb
.J

SUNDAY SERVICE
10:45 a.m.

Worship Services held in
·The Plaza Theater of Orlando
Ph.

II

{407) 290.3031
Pastor Roderick Zak

www."RejoicelnTheL~rd.0~9 ___ _

Rejoice in the Lord always, again I say Rejoice!

Bucket ( Jagermeister bottle or
Three Olive and six Red Bulls)
All Ladies enjoy FREE
COVER until MIDNIGHT!!

J

(under 21 too!)
Discounted admission all
night long with College ID.

~CLUBPARIS™
PRESENTS

NEIGHIORHOOD PIZZA

We take our role
as a UCF
community
member seriously.
Ask us about our
Fund raising·
Nights that can
help your
organization or
club raise funds!
Great For Take-Out
Sun-Wed
11AMto11 PM
Thu-Fri-Sat
11 AM to Midnight
(Across from the new arena, ·
on campus}

Order Ahead -

407.736.1797
Fax Order -

407.736.1795

. . Where

students·are the first priority.

Student Government Association

SGA Presidential Election

".

..

Presidential Elections 2007

Important·Dates:
Information Session:
1/17 @ 12:30pt;n (SU, 316 C)
Petitions Available:
1/22 @ 9am
Information .session:
1/24 @·12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Declaration of Candidacy:
1/29-.2/1 (9-Spm)
Information Session:
2/5 @ 12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Candidate Forum:
2/13 @12:30pm (SU,316 CD)
.

··Election Dates:

-

r

I

2/19-2/21
lI
I

I
I
I
I

"'l
I

SGA.UCF.edu

A4
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Bennington College wants to
cut oil use by buming wood
BENNINGTON, Vt. - Bennington College is moving to
cut its emissions of fossil fuelgenerated greenhouse gases
and to save money by moving
from oil to wood chips for most
of its heating.
The college plans to invest
$2.5 million in a new boiler that
will heat rriost campus buildings by next winter, said Joan
Goodrich, the college's vice
president for planning and special projects.
The college follows dozens
of public school districts in
Vermont that have seen significant financial savings from
similar installations. Leland
and Gray Union High School in
Townshend cut its annual heating bill by about $40,000 after
making the switch, according
to the Vermont Department of
Public Service.
Supporters of wood chip
4eating say it is "carbon-neutral:" in that carbon released
when trees. are burned is
absorbed when new trees are
planted or seed naturally to
replace th~m.
The college expects to cut
its oil use from 440,000 gallons
in the 2004-2005 heating season to 32,000 in the 2007-2008
season.
The switch is part of the college's ongoing effort to reduce
its environmental impacts,
Goodrich said A new student
center that opened in October
includes passive cooling meth- ·
ods and recycled materials.

Study: SAT scores a good predictor
of university graduation
BALTIMORE - A study of
Maryland's four-year colleges
and universities has concluded
that SAT scores, already
dropped by one state university as a requirement for admission, can be used to accurately
predict retention and graduation rates.
The report, prepared for the
Maryland Higher Education
Commission, looked at the percentage of undergraduates
who started college in 1999 and
graduated within six years.
"The higher the SAT scores
of students, the greater the likelihood that they not only
returned for a second year of
study but eventually eatned a
baccalaureate as well," the
report said
Among students whose
combined math and verbal
SATs were 1100 or higher, 74
percent earned a degree within
six years, compared with 57
percent of those with scores
between 800 and 1099, and 44
percent of those scoring less
than800.
The students took the SATs
before the addition of a writing
test, meaning 1600 was the
highest possible score.
.
Salisbury University last
month became the first state
school to allow prospective
freshmen with high grade
point averages not to submit
SAT scores with their applications.

U-M ends race, sex preference
in admissions to obey Prop 2
DETROIT - The University of Michigan said Wednesday
that it no longer will consider
race and sex in deciding which
students to admit, complying
with a new voter-approved
curb on affirmative action even
as it continues to challenge the
law in court.
The Ann Arbor school,
along with Wayne State University and Michigan State
University, had sought more
time to make the switch to
admissions or financial aid systems that do not grant preferential treatment based on race
or sex.
"This is a big step forward,
there's no doubt about it. It's
good news;• said Terence Pell,
president of the Center for
Individual Rights, a group that
filed a state court suit to force
compliance with Proposal 2.
The University of Michigan
had suspended its admissions
process for fall 2007 but said
that admissions would resume
Wednesday and would comply
with Proposal 2, an amendment to the state Constitution
that won voter approval Nov. 7.
Proposal 2 bans the use of
race and gender preferences in
public university admissions
and government hiring and
contracting.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Is your'tank .
on empty?
LYNX CAN HELP!

ROBERT F. BU KATY I ASSOCIATED PRESS

David W. Ch!P!11an protests the Iraq war in Portland, Maine, on Thursday. Aaoss the
country, act1v1sts rushed to protest President Bush's plan to send 21,500 troops to Iraq.

Antiwar activists rush to protest
after Pres. Bush national address
BOSTON ActiVists
angered by President Bush's
decision to send 21,500 more
troops to Iraq rushed Thursday to organize protests from
New York to San Francisco.
· In New York's '.Times
Square, protesters intended
to gather at a military recruiting center. Small rallies were
also planned throughout the
Boston area in other cities.
Antiwar activists have
marshaled more than 100,000
protesters at U.S. rallies, but
most have been far smaller
than those ofthe Vietnam era.
Political scientists say
that's because the draft has
been eliminated and because
the antiwar movement
appears more willing to work
within the political system.
Thursday's protests were
cast as a prelude to a bigger
gathering starting Jan. 27 in
Washington, where demonstrators plan to urge Congress
to stand up to Bush, said Hany
Khalil, a spokesman of United
for Peace and Justice.
During the Vietnam War,
tens of thousands of demonstrators took part in rallies to
demand an end to American
involvement in the conflict.
But protests are more
accepted now, so they are less
shocking to mainstream
America, said historian
Katherine A. S. Sibley, who
teaches about the antiwar
movement at Saint Joseph's
University in Philadelphia.
And colleges campuses,
which were the epicenter of
Vietnam protests, are quiet.
Antiwar leaders acknowledge
that the lack of a military draft
leaves the Iraq war protests
without the same urgency as
Vietnam.
The.Iraq war "would end
overnight if they tried to do a
draft," said Gordon Clark, a
spokesman for the antiwar
group Peace Action.

not immediately possible.

Jury.selection begins in the trial
of would-be London bombers
LONDON - Jury selection began Thursday in t:be
trial of six men accused of trying to bomb London's transport network in 2005, ·two
· weeks after suicide bombers
killed 52 bus and subway
commuters in the city.
The six men deny charges
of conspiracy to murder and
conspiracy to cause explosions.
.
The men sat silently at the
back of the courtroom,
flanked by security guards, as
more than 100 prospective
jurors were led into court.
Judge Adrian Fulford told
jurors the trial "comes after
all the shock, confusion and
press reporting" of attacks in
July 2005. He told · the
prospective jurors they would
be asked to decide whether
the defendants intended to
kill - not whether killing was
justified by any religion or
ideology.
The abortive July 21, 2005,
attacks on three London
Underground trains and a bus
shook a city reeling from the
July 7 explosions that killed
·dozens of passengers and four
bombers - the deadliest
attack on London since World
War,II and the first suicide
bombings in Western Europe.
On July 21, devices were
triggered, again on three subway trains and a double-decker bus. They failed to detonate fully, and no one was
injured
The judge said the trial of
Ibrahim Muktar Said, 28,
Ramzi Mohamed, 25, Yassin
Omar, 26, Manfu Asiedu, 33,
Adel Yahya, 24, and Hussain
Osman, 28 - all from London
- is expected to last between
three and four months.

•
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·LYNX provides
bus service to the
Fashion Square Mall,
downtown Orlando and
many other Central Florida
locations.

•

With these low fares you'll have plenty
of money left for the things you really want
in college!

Single Ride - $1.50
Day 'Pass - $3.50
7 Day Pass - $12.00
Log onto www.golynx.com for a full
listing of routes from the.UCF Superstop.

•

@LYNX ,
·Your ride is here!

•
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m. could have gone anywhere.
m. chose Florida International University.
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After two years loafing around,
new food pyramid gets in shape

. WASHINGTON - The
government's new food pyramid is finally · headed to
KABUL, Afghanistan _..:. supermarkets, after two years
NATO forces fought two of being confined largely to
large groups of suspected Tal- the Internet.
iban militants crossing the
The triangle-shaped guide
border from Pakistan, and. · for healthy eating will be proscores of insurgents were rooted in 2,000 stores in 17
killed, the alliance said Thurs-· states, reaching millions of
day. A Taliban spokesman grocery shoppers, officials
called the report "a complete apnounced Thursday.
lie."
More supermarket chains
On the other side of the are expected to join the camborder, the Pakistan military paign, which is being paid for
attacked trucks used by insur- by food companies and
gents for cross-border raids, stores.
.
army spokesman Maj. Gen.
Pec;>ple want to learn how
Shaukat Sultan said He said it to eat healthier, but they·are
wasn't clear if any milita:iits starved for time, said Tim
were killed in the assault.
Hammonds, president and
NATO said in a statement CEO of the Food Marketing
that its forces attacked the Institute, which represents
fighters with ground fire and supermarkets.
The officials said they
airstrikes overnight in eastern
Afghanistan. Gen. Murad Ali, don't know how much stores
the Afghan army regional and companies will spend on
deputy corps commander, the campaign.
A critic called the effort a
said the insurgents had traveled into Paktika province publicity stunt and queswith several trucks ·of ammu- tioned whether the food pyramid campaign would reach
nition.
NATO initially said that up many people or make them
to 150 militants had been healthier.
"This program won't
killed, but Lt. Col. Paul Fitzpatrick, a U.S. military undermine Americans' diets,
spokesman, said later Thurs- , but it won't significantly
day that commanders had improve people's diets," said
lowered the initiitl estimate to Michael Jacobson, executive
130 militants killed or severe- director of the Center for Science in the Public Interest.
ly wounded
Ali said more than 50 mill- "It's a cute, silly little thing. It's
tants were killed late not a serious government
Wednesday and early Thurs- action."
day. Mohammad Zahir Azimi.
Store chains in the cama spokesman for the Ministry paign include Publix Super. of Defense, estimated the toll markets Inc., the central
,
region of Supervalu Inc.,
at 80.
It was not clear why there Brookshire Grocery Store
was such a disparity in the Co., Giant Eagle Inc. and
estimates. As is common in Raley's.
For more information visit:
Afghanistan, independent
confirmation of the death toll http://www.mypYramidgov
at the remote battle site was

NATO: 130 Taliban militants died
in fighting on Pakistan boarder
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Pledge claims injury
Al

trash can were thrown on the
ground, and Streets and other
ment did not fax a copy of the members were also told to do
"monkey rolls" in it, the report
report to the sheriff's office.
SDES was given a copy of the stated
At one poi.ht, a shovel full of
report.
While suspended, Sigma Phi the mixture was thrown on
Epsilon isn't allowed to -partici- Streets, and he tried to leave,
pate in any "on or off-campus according to the report.
"Streets stated that he stood
fundraisers, socials, mixers,
intramural competitions, confer- up and said that he was leaving
ences, conclaves, etc.:• according and attempted to walk away but
a letter sent from SDES to the people grabbed him and pre- ·
vented him from leaving," the
fraternity dated Dec. 21
Streets, along with his father, report stated
Streets said that after several
filed an offense/incident report
with UCF PD on Dec. 8. In the fraternity brothers talked to him,
report, Streets alleged that dur- · he agreed to continue with the
ing "hell week," Streets and initiation. the report stated
other pledges were taken to a _ However, Streets said he was
house at 2320 Red Ember Road injured when brothers told him
in unincorporated Seminole to jump over a PVC pipe, but no
County. In the report, Streets one caught him, the report stattold police that the house ed
According to the report, the
belonged to the family of a frabrothers told Streets that he had
ternity member.
That house is not visible from bruised his tailbone.
Str~ts told WKMG Local 6
the street, and barricades have
that he received a herniated disk
been put up at the driveway.
Streets claimed that fraternity from the fall
Streets also said in the report
members were forced to do
push-ups and sit ups in the that the brothers told him that
house's backyard while fratei:ni- they "didn't care that he was
ty members covered them with hurt,'' and that if he went to the
beer, toothpaste and shampoo, hospital, Streets would ''have to
the report stated Streets said lie,'' the report stated
One brother suggested to
they were forced to stay outside
· all night doing push-ups, accord- Streets that he tell the hospital he.
was injured in a "trampoline
ing to the report.
Then on Nov. 27., pledges accident:," the report stated
Tom Evelyn, a spokesman for
were again taken to the house on
Red Ember Road, the report stat- UCF, said that a date hasn't been
ed At this incident, Streets set for the conduct hearing
alleged that a fraternity brother because Streets now attends
filled a trash can with "crisco, Florida Golf Coast University.
''We will review the evidence
cottage cheese, syrup, sardines
and other ingredients,'' and in this case and determine if the
pledges were told to jump in the fraternity violated hazing rules,"
Evelyn said ''If that is the case,
trash can, the report stated
Then the contents from the we will take swift action."
FROM
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Event gives musicians
a chance to contribute
FROM

Al

from the event while rocking the
stage to raise money for the hun-

Ji

gry.

Jeremy Siegel, who plays in
the local band The Future Funk
Collective, came out to perform
for a cause he felt needed help in
J . . our community.
· "People are hungry, and
therefore, those of us who can
afford to do our part should,"
~
Siegel said "This event helps
bring awareness to the blights
and to the struggles of others:•
While the title may have
fooled some, Rock for Hunger
Alive also · showcased bands
from the hip hop genre. Hip hop
() artist G-Ro, whose real name is
Greg Rollett from the band
Stumpp, has performed before at

the event
and came back
because it was such a good cause.
"Musicians need to get
involved in charity events like
this,'' Rollett said ''But also, people who do not have music as
their talent should get involved
in their own way. It's important
to give back."
Tickets to Rocking Out
Hunger cost between $5 and $8.
"It's a fun way for students to
go out with friends, have a few
drinks, enjoy great music, and
most importantly support a great
cause," Goyzueta said
Rock out Hunger's next event
is schecjuled for February 23 at
the AKA.Lounge. For more information on Second Harvest, or to
volunteer, visit http://wwwiood- ·
bankcentralfloridaorg. To volun- teer with UCF, visit www.vucf.
getinvolveducf.com.
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If you didn't buy your textbooks at Half.com, you paid too much. Half.com has
all the textbooks you need like chemistry, astronomy and history for a lot less.
FOR ALIMITED TIME, SAVE AN AOOITIONAL $5 ON PURCHASES OF $50 OR MORC SIMPLY USE THIS GUDE: SAVEBIGNOW
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SDS says area 11ear Union

is a free assembly zone
FROM Al

•

..

t

"trespass from Student Union,
setting up display without proper permits, disorderly (sic) and
refuse (sic) to leave after being
told numerous times."
Roop said the group was
being "pretty boisterous:•
The incident started around
10 a.m. Wednesday when SDS
members set up a free store at
the Union during Union Market
Day.
Ei.tlgold and other members
said they moved from their usual
spot, which according to Student
Union officials and UCF PD, is in
the free assembly area, to a spot
in the sun because of the chilly
weather.
But that spot was not longer
in a free assembly area, according to the Golden Rule.
SDS members argued that by
their interpretation of the Golden Rule they were still in the free
assembly area .
UCFs Golden Rule states that
there are four areas on campus
where stUdents can assemble for
political activity and other areas
offree speech. Orie ofthose areas
is ''the brick mall area between
the John T. Washington Center
and the Student Union."
SDS members argue that this
includes the area where the vendors were set up for Market Day.
The Student Union's policy,
however, says that the strip of
sidewalk that runs in front of the
south side of the Union is the
start ofthe Student Union - and
the end of the free assembly area.
''We've just been pushed far
enough,'' Eingold said ''We said
w weren't going to move

[Wednesday.]"
SDS had not reserved a space
in front of the Union.
Wednesday was the first
Union Market Day of the yeai:
Union Market Day is a day
when vendors pay $120 for a
booth in front of the union to
attract student customers.
As a registered student organization. reserving a space is free
of charge for SDS. While the
Union requests that reservations
are made the day before, Falco
said that student organizations
are often allowed to reserve
space the day 0£
''With student groups, we're
pretty lenient," Falco said
Falco and Shepherd both said
that SDS members were twice
offered the chance to come
upstairs and reserve a space. Eingold said they were given the
opportunity just one time, and
that it was before the police were
called
Shepherd also said that SDS .
members were also asked to
move back to their original position - about 10 feet from where
they were - and that they also
refused that option.
The sidewalk used to be a
road, Falco said, which put the
area in limbo to begin with.
''I do think [SDS] brought up
some valid points with the free
speech area,'' Falco said
"However, they could have
just made a reservation and alleviated that:'
Falco also said that future
revisions to the Golden Rule
would be necessary to fix the
problem.
"It certainly is a grey area,"
Falco said

Juniors, Seniors & Master's Degree students, its not too late to enroll in UCF Army ROTC.
For details visit http://www.army.ucf.edu or call 407-823-5383.
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THE UN'IVERSITY of NORTH FLORIDA
Looking for a new professional opportunity
or a more sophisticated understanding of
your field of study? A UNF graduate

TheGr~idUate
I Cl!

degreeprovidesyouwitha
recognized and respected

School

professional credential, as well as
an in-depth view of the worJd
around you and of a world yet to be
explored. Transform your life - Gonsider a UNF
graduate degree. UNF knows there is no one quite like you.
We invite you to find out why t here's no place quite like this.

Erica Charles
M.B.A. Candidate
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Angela Siple (left) and Brian Knobbes (right) practice their technique. The Juggling Club at UCF offers to teach students how to juggle. The
dub prefers to think of juggling as an art form and perfonns small shows at UCF festivals, as well as some events outside the Orlando area.

Juggling Club open to all,
finds many ways to have fun
.

FROM

'

Al

juggling bliss. Some have juggled in department stores, on
subway trains and in swamps.
But all fun aside, juggling,
possesses meditative qualities
that make it' more than just a
hobby.
"There is very little introspective thought taking place.
In a sense, you just relax, allowing your thoughts to cycle out of
you," Walker said ''Ideally, you
don't want to be thinking ofanything."
The former president and
cofounder of the . club, Jasun
Burdick, started the club with
· the aspirations of a juggling
research project in mind In fact,
many of the club's members are
majoringin civil engineering or
a related math and science field
"I was looking to create a
sort ofprogram that would help
people get better at spatial
awareness skills:' Burdick said
"So many skills are time-based
If you had the ability to control
time, you could become faster
and better at the skill"
Burdick went on to describe
a type of augmented-reality,
where there would be a
machine that projected a stream
of light, much like a hologram
does. Once the path of light is in
front of you, it could be traced
with, for example, a ball Any
errors would be obvious
because the ball would go off

ing for a hobby or is just interested and has the hiitiative to
inspire themselves and others is
welcome. We're willing to help
anyone learn."
Juggling Club meetings are .
held every Tuesday from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m. in the P~gasus Ballroom in the Student Union.
During the warmer months,
they usually meet outside the
VJ.SUal Arts Building.
Some jugglers say an underlying question plaguing the juggling world-at-large is whether
juggling is an art or a sport.
Most of UCF's Juggling Club
• members feel that the roots of
juggling lie in the arts.
"It is definitely more an art, I
think, because it's not about
winning anything. It's about
concentration and improvement within yourself:' team
member Mike Wilhelm said
when he took a break from juggling.
And Walker said juggling
can only be viewed as an art
form.
.
"There is not any competition," he said "We're just a
diverse group of people with
performance-related interests.
We're here to learn from each
other and to have fun."
Members have ventured far
from the stage in order to find

'

.

the path oflight. ·
A juggler could then, ultimately, improve his skills by getting the pattern down fo perfection.
Juggling utilizes cognitive
abilities, and the club's faculty
sponsor is psychology professor·
James Brophy. He. helps promote the juggling club in his
general psychology class by
offering extra credit to students
who learn to juggle.
"If anyone needs help, he
sends them our way," Walker
said The club usually puts on a
little show for the class toward
the end of the semester too.
The team· also does various
small performances at UCF
campus events and a few annual festivals outside of Orlando.
The Halloween festival at UCF
brings in visiting juggling teaxps
from Florida State University,
the University of Florida and
the University of South Florida.
'We all just get together for a
weekend of fun. We cookout on
the grill, juggle and make new
friends," Walker said They also
attend the April Fool's Day festi:..
val, held at Florida State University and, coming up, the
Groun~og . Day festival in
Atlanta from Feb. 9 to 11.
Interested students can
check out the club's Web site,
jugglingatucf.org, to get the
club's current schedule.

UN IVE.RSITY of
NORTH FLORIDA

For more information on graduate programs call·
(904) 620-1360 or.,visit www.unf.edu/graduatestudies
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WELLNESS CENTER

Experience the science and art of healing!

Proud Sponsor of
UCF TEAM CHIROPRACTIC

c

I)

Dr. Brent Baldasarc serving families since 1997.

Auto Injuries
Family Chiropractic
*Kids Waiti11g Room
*Gemle Tech11iques
*011 site x-ray
*Full medical gra1le retail li11e
Gar1le11 of life * Rai11bow Llg/lt
Musde Milk *Nature~· Pl1ts
NutriwWest * Herbsfor Kids
TemperPedic * B,iofree~e

Family Wellness
Spa Services
*Wellness Facials
*Microdermabrasion
*Hot Stone massage ·
*Non-s1trgical facelift
Mic:rocurrent
*Cell11x-C skin care

()

813 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32803

(407) 894-0551
We are located 2 blocks west of Mills Ave. on the raght ·
This offer is only valid with this coupon
<I

2007 New Beetle
Convertible

2007 GTI

Show your UCF ID CARD for special pricing!

Any new and untitled vw
Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned

Eligible Vehiqles
Any new and untitled VW
Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned

Eligible Programs

• Any new and untitled VW
• Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned

Retail Financing
Drivers Option
Leasing ·

Eligible Programs
• Retail Financing

Volksvvagen
Certified Pre·O ned

••

(•

Eligible Programs
Retail Financing
• Drivers Option
LeasinQ

Over 75 Volkswagen Cetified Pre-owned vehicles ·instock!

04 New Beetle
Auto, Low Miles
#6-1359A1

w

. GLS Convertible
#P2931

•
*Excluding taxes, registration, and a dealer fee of $379.00

4175

O

S~nforcl,

lanclo "
e.
FL 32773

407-365-3300
Visit us @ www.ARISTOCRATVW.com
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Drivers wanted:
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Knights
I

)

to host .
celebrity
classic·

I
UCF loses first C-USA match in overtime upset

MELISSA HEVBOER
Sports Editor

,

The UCF Baseball team
recently announced plans to
.host the first annual Central
Florida Celebrity Softball Classic Jan 26-27.
The two-day event will feature a Celebrity Gala and Roast
on Jan. 26, followed by a
Celebrity softball game on Jan
27.
The idea for the event came
when Vantage Sports Management

"We kind ofhad
that blank look on
our face when we
got down by four,
and you can't have
that."

approa~ed

(,. .

fl'

UCF Baseball
head coach Jay
Bergman with a
proposal for a
fundraiser.
After severBergman
al
different
ideas were discussed, they decided on the
celebrity softball game and
roast.
"Hopefully we'll draw some
people that might not necessarily come to a UCF game or
might not have ever been· on
· our campus," Bergman said.
Kicking of the festivities will
be the Celebrity Roast, which
will feature Bergman. The
event will take place at the
FAIR.WINDS Alumni Center at
UCF and will honor Bergman
and all his accomplishments.
'We batted 11aIBes around,
different people in the community that people would know,''
Bergman said. "Then finally
they [Vantage Sports Management] just said, 'would you
mind doing you?"'
, "I'm really uncomfortable
•with it," Bergman said. "I don't
enjoy being in that type of spot' light. But I said I would,
' because it's the first year."
Bergman may not like to
· toot his own horn, but with 1,156
career collegiate wins, he certainly has a reason to. Not only
that, but Bergman will also
· coach his l,500th UCF game
! this season in early March.
, Two of the featured roasters
, that night are former New York
Mets manager Davey Johnson
: and former Minnesota Twins
•pitcher Frank Viola who have
, had respectable careers them. selves.
. Johnson helped guide the
Mets to the 1986 World Series
win, and has a career total of
1,148 victories as a major league
maIµlgeL

>

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

For 37 minutes on Wednesday night, the UCF .Men's Basketball team did everything in
their power to earn the most
important win of their season.
But college basketball is a
40-minute game and in those
three remaining minutes, they
successfully threw it all away.
· In their battle against the '
UAB Blazers, the Knights built
a 10-point lead with just three
minutes left on the clock But
by the end of regulation, a certain victory had vanished as the
Blazers stormed back to force
the game into overtime. In the
extra five minutes, the Blazers
dominated a stunned squad of
Knights, claiming a 74-64 triumph.
With about 12:30 to play, senior forward Lavell Payne's layup gave the Knights a 38-37
lead That basket sp:;irked a 15-4
run, which looked like it would
clinch the game. With a couple
·of baskets each from senior forward Josh Peppers and sophomore guard Jermaine Taylor,
UCF's advantage reached its
peak at 51-41 with 3:10 to play.
UAB senior guard Maurice
Gibbs nailed a 3-pointer to cut
their deficit to seven with 2:45
to play, but this game was still
safely in · the hands of the
Knights as long as they could
control the ball, make their free
throws down the stretch and
play good defense. They did
none of that.
On the Knights' next possession, junior guard Dave Noel
turned the ball over which led
to ·another UAB basket, bringing the Blazers to within five.
While their lead was shrinking, the Knights themselves
were starting to tighten up. Last
season was marred by numerous second half collapses and
you could feel those memories
filtering back into their minds.
With a minute to play, The
Blazers committed a few fouls
to save time in their comeback
effort. If Noel and Taylor could
make just one free throw, the
Knights would have walked out
of the Bartow Arena with a crucial win. But both players
missed the front end of a oneand-one attempt at the line and
both misfires led to quick layups by UAB junior guard Paul

.

On the other end, Viola
played 15 years in the major
leagues. He is also noted for
earning a 3-1 record in the 1987
playoffs on the way to winning
.the World Series MVP award
WESH-TVs Pat Clarke will
serve as the emcee for the
evening.
The weekend will end with a
Celebrity softball game, where
many professional athletes and
UCF alumni will take the field
Some of the featured guests
· include Kenard Lang (Denver
Broncos), Rashad Jeanty (UCF,
Cincinnati Bengals), Thurman
Thomas (retired, Buffalo Bills),
John Mobley (retired, Denver
PLEASE SEE

,,

- KIRK SPERAW
UCF HEAD BASKETBALL COACH

BERGMAN ON A8

MARK ALMOND I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Senior forward Lavell Payne attempts to block the shot of UAB's Frank Holmes in the first quarter of Wednesday night's game. The Blazers defeated the Knights 74-64 in overtime.

Junior guard Amber
long drives hard to the
basket in a match
against the Memphis
Tigers last year, which
the Golden Knights won
77-62. Long has started
twice and played in 12 of llllillilll'liiiill!e:~llll.!!!HI'
the Knights' 16 games. Wii!!:}lllir:.tllir'!fliliShe has been averaging
20.8 minutes per game
for the Knights and is _. · - -··· - second on the.team in
iiiilr~ililiW'lili"'"·:M
field goal percentag$! at
.464. Long is also.
averaging five points per
game and has scored 60
total points for the
Knights this season.

PLEASE SEE

LATE ON A8

Women's Basketball to host UAB
NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

vs_

It's been a slow 5-11 start to the season for the UCF Women's Basketball
team.
"I think we started off very, very ·
slowly,'' UCF head coach Gail
UCFVS.UAB
Striegler said. "I was pretty disapWhere: UCF Arena
pointed with the beginning of the season."
When: Friday at 7p.m.
The disappointing start hasn't
been exactly a surprise, however.
After all, the team is still adjusting to crowd that has proven to be a key to
th,e Knights' success. Striegler said
its new place in Conference USA
The good news for UCF is that it is that the team has a better shot to win
finally coming back to Orlando and in front of a friendly crowd
will be able to play in front of a home
That's about where the good news

ends. Coming into Orlando on Friday,
for their first conference home game,
is the University of Alabama at Birmingham. UAB is just above .500 at 8-7
but the Blazers boast a 3-0 start in
conference play.
Their latest victim was SMU,
which UAB beat in a close game 71-68.
The Blazers, who were down a couple
points at the half, showed they have
no problem finishing strong. They
shot 46.2 percent from the field in the
second half and went 10-13 on free
throws to overtake the Mustangs. Finishing is one of the problems that
Striegler has noted that UCF needs to
PLEASE SEE

BLAZERS ON A8
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Howard carries Magic to victory
JANIE MCCAULEY
Associated Press Writer

OAKLAND, Cali£ - Dwight
Howard's teammate told him he
needed two more points for the
first 30-point game of his career.
· Howard then hit two free
throws in four tries over the
final minute, much to the delight
of Keith Bogans.
Howard had a career-high 30
points and a season-high 25
rebounds, and the Orlandp
Magic won their fi.fth,straight
game, 91-76 over the Golden
State Warriors on Wednesday
night to snap a four-game road
losing streak.
"I was nervous,'' Howard
said. "I'm just glad we got the
win. ... I've been trying to push
myself in practice to get every
, rebound, every block, trying to
score every time and also getting my teammates involved """T"
and try to implement that in a
game."
Keyon Dooling had two key
3-pointers during a 15-3 fourthquarter run, including one with
9:06 left that gave the Magic a
73-61 lead in the opener of thE;ir

GEORGE NIKITIN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Orlando Magic's Dwight Howard drives past Golden State's Adona I Foyle in Orlando's 91·76
victory Wednesday night. Howard scored a career-high 30 points and grabbed 25 rebounds.

four-game, seven-day road trip son-high 38 in the first meeting
against the West. Dooling . with the Magic on Dec. 22.
scored 11 of his 13 points in the
"If I didn't have the ball in
final period and Bogans added Baron's hands I was in trouble
16 points off the bench.
everywhere,'' Warriors coach
Baron Davis had 13 points Don Nelson said "We couldn't
and eight assists but committed get anything done when he didsix turnovers after scoring a sea• n't have it and not much when

he did''
Howard, the league's top
rebounder at 12.5 coining into·
the game, posted his fourth
game this season with at least 20
points and 20 boards. He shot 11- .
for-18 and Orlando hit 40.5 percent of its shots to win for the ·
10th time in the last 15 meetings
in the series.
''Incredible," Dooling said of
Howard "Every game he's getting better and better. He's
adding something to his game
every single game:•
But the Magic lost forward
Trevor Ariza 46.8 seconds
· before halftime with a sprained
medial collateral ligament in his
right knee. His status for Frid~y·s game in Los Angeles
against the Lakers wasn't immediately known.
Ariza, a third-year pro,
scored five points, leaving him
two away from reaching 1,000
for his career.
Andris Biedrins grabbed 15
rebounds for the Warriors and
Monta Ellis had 14 points and
four assists, but the Warr.iors
gave up a Magic season-high 52
rebounds.
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Late rally lifts Blazers over Knights
FROM A7

Delaney III.
"Delaney did an unbelievable job ofgetting into the paint
and we did a good job of containing him until (3:10),'' Kirk
Speraw said in a radio interview. "But, he really turned it
up coming down the stretch
and our guys got a·little bit of
glazed· eyes when they started
to make that push at us." .
With about 20 seconds left,
the Knights were up 55-52. A
missed free throw by Noel gave
the Blazers a golden opportunity to get the game back to even.
With 13 seconds remaining,
UAB's leading three-point
shooter, sophomore forward
Lawrence Kinnard did what he
does best and knotted the game
at55.
The Knights were forced to
regroup and draw up one more
play to pull this game out of the
fire.
They found the right play as
Peppers swung the ball inside
to Payne for the go-ahead hoop
with three seconds left.
In that time, elation turned
to shock as Delaney raced all
the way down the floor, split

through two defenders and look on our face when we got
threw up a floater from 15 feet down by four and you can't
out that ripped the nylon at the have that. You have to come
buzzer.
back with a little determina"With three seconds to go, tion, a little gut-check time. YoQ
you know Delaney is going to have to respond to that and we
take it coast to coast," Speraw didn't respond as well as we
said in a radio interview. "We have to; in order to get a tough
had guys back there and I don't road win."
know if they were afraid to
The majority of the game
foul, but we let him get it too revolved around defense, as
deep in three and a half sec- both teams could muster just
onds."
26 points in the first half. Each
UAB junior forward Wen team's leading scorer, Taylor
Mukubu started the overtime · and Delaney, were shut out in
with a three-pointer from the first 20 minutes.
which\he K!tlghts never recovThe
Knights'
interior
ered The Knights were just 2- defense was superb for most of
for-12 from the floor in the Wednesday night. They forced
extra session. UAB made 12 the Blazers to take their
free t:Qrows in ove!:l:ime to help chances from above the arc,
them clinch their !~-straight where they were just 7-f9r-26 in
home win.
regulation. But, the Knights
After the game, -Speraw said were even worse from long ·
range, going 2-for-21 in the
that his team has to mature.
·~ soon as we got behind, game.
we .didn't have belief," Speraw
·In the second half and oversaid in a: radio interview. "It is .· time, they were O-for-9 from 3something with this team. The point range.
confidence level has to be
"01}.ce everybody gets all
there. We're a good team and our (scouting reports), they are
we have got to stick to what we going to take away our strength
do well and we've got to and our strength is 3-point
believe better.
shooting," Speraw said in a
''We kind of had that blank radio interview. "We have got

to make the next step in our
maturing process to figure out
ways that we are gomg to score
when that 3-point shot is not
working for·us."
Peppers Jed the Knights
with 20 points. Taylor entered
the game as the team's leading
producer, but he struggled,
scoring just five points on 2-of10 from the floor. Payne and
Noel contributed with 14and13
points, respectively.
Kinnard led the home team
with 21 points, including four
three-,pointers. Senior 'forward
Wen Mukubu posted a doubledouble with 18 points .and 10
reboitnds.
, The Knights committed just
: nine turnovers on the night, but
they were outrebounded, 49-39.
Four offensive rebounds for the
Blazers came off of missed free
throws.
The loss dropped UCF's
record to ll-4 (0-1 in Conference USA.). The Blazers
moved up to 9-7 (1-1 in C-USA).
The Knights will look to fm-_
ish this four-game road trip at
.500 when they face the Marshall Thundering Herd Tip-off
is slated for Saturday at 7 p.m.
in Huntington, WYa
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Bergman to be honored at two~day event
FROM A7

Broncos), MiJ:ce Maroth (UCF,
Detroit Tigers), Jason Grilli
(Detroit Tigers), Chad Mottola
(UCF, Toronto Blue Jays), Sal
Butera (Special Assistant to the
GM for the Toronto Blue Jays)
and John Hart (UCF alumnus,
Senior Advisor for the Texas
Rangers).
Of the featured players and
guests, two µCF alumni will
also make the trip back to Jay
Bergman Field
·
Mike Maroth, who graduated from UCF, made his major
league debut on June 6, 2002.
He is currently a pitcher for the
2006 American League Cham-

pion Detroit Tigers and currently holds a 4.78 ERA with a
record of 45-60 in 134 games.
Maroth has also produced 392
total strikeouts in 801.2 innings
of work.
Joining Maroth as a fellow
UCF alumnus is Mottola Right
fielder Mottola 'm ade his major
league debut on April 23, 1996
and is now a member of the
Toronto Blue Jays.
The two-day event aims to
generate more than just support from the local UCF community. Aside from raising
money for UCF baseball, all the
proceeds fr-0m the events will
go to two non-profit organizations.
·

The Miracle League, which General admission for the
UCF has been involved. with game is $7 and free for children
for many years, aims to help 4 and younger.
children with disabilities overTickets for the Gala and
come obstacles and build self- Roast event can be purchased
esteem by participating in by calling Vantage Sports Manbaseball
agement at 407-628-3131. TickProceeds will also go to The ets for this event are $200 per
Florida Hospital Diabetes Cen- person.
ter. The center has been recog"We want people to have the
nized by U.S. News and World opportunity to come here and
Report as one of '~erica's have a nice afternoon and a
Best Hospitals" for diabetes nice evening," Bergman said
care in 1999, 2001, 2002, 2003,
The UCF baseball season
will kick into gear the following
2004 and 2005.
Tickets for both events are week, as the Knights get ready
on sale now. Tickets for the ' to host Florida: International on
celebrity softball game can be Feb. 3-4 at Jay Bergman Field
purchased by calling the UCF
Game time is set for I p.m.
ticket office at 407-823-4314. on both days.
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Blazers ride hot streak to UCF to take on struggling Knights
FROM A7

against Tulsa and a 75-59 win at
Memphis. UCF hasn't played
work on.
any of those teams yet so it's
A dual-scoring threat from hard to judge how the matchguard Carmen Guzinan and up between the Blazers and the
forward Diamond Rogers, who Golden Knights will end Howcombined for .40 points in the ever, it's safe to say that being
victory over SMU, lead the . winners of eight 'of their last .
Blazers. In UCF's first three nine puts UAB right in the midconference games, the highest dle of a hot streak.
combination
they
have
The best chance that UCF
achieved was a 28-point night will have against UAB will be to
from Keunta Miles and exploit the Blazers' turnovers.
Francine Houston against Mar- As a team, UAB had 19
shall on Jan. 5.
turnovers against SMU. UnforUAB's other conference tunately, UCF also has a probwins include a 76-60 home win lem with transitioning and Will

have their own problems with
turnovers.
Another matchup to watch
'w ill be UCF's 2nd-rclnked UCF: defense in C-USA (61.6...points The Knights have lost three .
per game) against the Blazers' straight games, all in Conference
2nd-ranked offense (71.7 points _USA, by an average of 7 points.
per game).
_
While this team is likely to ·
be a few years away at any seri-:
ous run at a conference cham- -After starting the season 0-6, the
pionship, it's still important for
Blazers have bounced back by
the Knights to use every game winning eight of their last nine
as a learning process.
The · lesson continues at games by an average of 11.6
home for UCF on Friday at 7 points.
p.m.
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MOVIE TIMES

Jeans give the skinny On style
JAMIE SALMASIAN
Staff Writer

Alpha Dog
(R) 110p,4:25, 7:30, 1frl5, 12:55a

Arthur and the Invisibles
(PG) 12:15p, 2:30,4:50,7:20, 9".50, 12:20a

Blood Diamond
(R) 12:30p, 3:55, 7iJ5, 10:45

Casino Ro le
(PG-13r:.45p

Olarlotte's Web
(G) 12:25p,4:30, 7:10, 11liXl, 12:30a

Children ofMen

(R) 1:10p. 4:15,7:50, 10:40 .

Code Name: The Cleaner
(PG-13) 12:35p,2:55, 5:15,8:00, 10:45

Curse ofthe Golden Rower
(R) 12:55p, 3:55,7:10, llliXl, 12:40a

Oreamgirls
(PG-13) 12:45p,4:20, 7:35, 10:40

Eragon
(PG) 12:0Cp,2:30,5iJS, 7:40, 10:15, 12:35a

Freedom Writers
(PG-13) 12:35p,4:10, 7:25, 1fr35

The Good Shepherd
(R) 12:00p,3:30,6:40, 10:10

Happilv N'Ever After

!PGJ 12:05p, 2:20,4:40, 1:00, 9:40, 12.mi

Happy Feet

• '(f>G) 1:00p,4iJ5,6:55

This year, skinny is the new
boot-cut'
.
SprlDg semester has started,
and back-to-school style is all
about skinny jeans.
According to a Dec. 31 article
in the Salt Lake 1Hbune, straight
or skinny-leg jeans that can be
tucked into boots are the new
style for this year, instead of
boot-cut or low-rise jeans.
These skinny styles are
already a favorite on campus.
Stacy Kassnoff; an 18-year-old
junior, likes to pair her skinny
jeans with flats just because they
look good together.
Kassnoff likes the style of former The O.C. star Mischa Barton
~d enjoys reading Vogue .for
fashion and style advice.
"There's a lot of pictures of
'hot' styles;• she said
Freshman Allison Prodgers
said she was lucky to find her
skinny jeans on sale at Hollister
·Co. The 18-year-old art history
major wears her skinny jeans
with a variety of clothes.
"[Skinny jeans are] the style

Staff Writer

The beginning of a new year
usually marks change.
JAMIE SALMASIAN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Allison Prodgers, left, Katie Musgrove and Stacy Kassnoff show offspring's hottest fashion:
skinny jeans.The thin-legged style replaced boot-cut and low:rise jeans as the must-have fit.

now for the more eclectic group,
and bell bottoms are more like
two years ago:· she said
Although she doesn't read
fashion magazines, Prodgers
looks to singer/songwriter Fiona
Apple for style tips.
"[Apple's] very mellow in the
way she dresses because she
wears natural colors instead of
being vibrant or ostentatious,"

Prodgers said
Katie Musgrove, a 20-yearold junior studying nursing,
wears her skinny jeans for more
than fashion.
''They're comfortable, and it's
something new:' she said
She said she enjoys Gwen Stefani's style because she said the
singer-turned-designer is unique
and wears a lot ofbrightcolors.

(PG-13) 12:45p, 3:45, 6:50, m.20

(PG) 12:25p, liJS,3:40,4:35, 7:15, 7:45, 9-55, 1fr15,
12:30a
(R) 12:10p,2:35,5:00,7:55, 1fr35, 12:55a
(PG-13) 1210p, 12:50, 3:50, 4:30, 6:45,7:30, 9".50, 10:20,
12:40a

R°i'PG~=· 4:00, 7:00, 10ii5, U:45a

Dexter's nienu is picture-perfect
Restaurant/art gallery's food delights

Stomp the Yard
(PG-13) 1:15p,4:45;7:40, 10:15, 12:50a

We Are Marshall
-Ustilgs fur Friday,Jan. 12

Alpha Dog
(R) 12:45p,3:35, 7:30, 10:10, 12:50a

Arthur and the Invisibles
\

(PG) 12:05p, 2:40, 5:05,7:20, 9:40, 12:00!

Black Christmas
(R)1fr30p

Blood Diamond
(R) 6:40p, 9:55

Olarlottes Web
(G) 1:25p,4:10,6:55

Children of Men

ALEXANDRA SCHWARTZ
Staff Writer

(PG) 1:0Cp,4:00, 7:20, 1fr30

•

(R)12:40p,4:15, 7:35, lOiJS, 12:40a

Code Name: The Cleaner
(PG-13) 12:20p, 2:55, 5:10, 8:00, 1fr35

Curse ofthe Golden Rower
(R) 1:15p,4ii5, 7:40, 10:45

Oreamgirls
(PG-13) 12:10p,3:40, 7iJS, 10:20

Eragon
(PG) 1:20p, 3:45, 7:50

Freedom Writers

(PG-13)1ii5p, 3:55, 7:00, 9:50, 12:35a

The Good Shepherd
(R) 12:15p,4:40,8:10, 11:45

Happily N'Ever After .
(PG) 12:35p, 2:45, 4:55, 7:00, 9:25, 11:40

Happy Feet
(PG) 12:25p, 3:45

The Holiday
(PG-13) 9"30p, 12:30a

Night atthe Museum
(PG) 11:55a, 12:30p, 3:30, 4:20, 6:50, 7:15, 9:45, 10:15,
12:1Sa

Primeval
(R) 12:00p, 2:35, 5:00, 7:45, 10:25, 12:50a

The Pursuit of Happyness
(PG-13) 1:OOp,4:00, 8:05, 10:40

Rocky Balboa
(PG) 3:50p,7:30, 1fr.50
Opell captioned showtimes: 12:50p

Stomp the Yard
(PG-13) 12.-()()p, 12:55, 2:55, 4:30, 7:25, 7:55, 10iXl,
10:40, 12:45a

We Are Marshall

(PG) 1:10p,4:25, 7:10, llliXl

- Listings for Friday, Jan. 12

[JTHETUBE
8 p.m. NBC7 vs. 100
Contestants compete against "The Mob" for their
chance at $1 million. If you missed Bob Saget during
Homecoming, you can catch him delivering some good
one-liners on this new game show. Mob members
indude Adam West and Fabio.

8 p.m. FOX NFL: Eagles vs. Saints
Philadelphia travels to New Orleans to take on the
Saints. This will be the first playoff game in the Superdome since Hurricane Katrina.

8p.m.FOX14
Aseries of terrorist attacks leads the president to call on
Jack Bauer. This two-hour season premier is the first of
18 straight weeks ofnew episodes.

8 p.m. NBC The 64th Annual Golden Globe
Awards
The Hollywood foreign Press Association hands out its
annual awards. If you're an awards junkie, don't forget
to tune in·to this host-less awards show.

8 p.m. FOXAmericon Idol
Randy, Paula and Simon begin their search forthe next
big thing in music. American Idol returns with a twohour special. Yawn.

8:30 p.m. NBC The Office
Oscar returns from his long vacation. Jim, Pam and
Karen team up to prank a new target. Oscar's been
gone since he came out of the doset; will he stay at
Dunder-Mifflin?

9 p.m. FOX The O.C.
Taylor decides she can no longer speak to Ryan. Only6
episodes left until The O.C. is gone forever. This is the
show's best season so far, and you can always catch a
re-run of G,ey~ on Friday.

One of my favorite lunch
spots is Dexter's, a chic little
food and wine bar off Park
Avenue in Wmter Park.
Dexter's is part art gallery,
part restaurant, so you can
feast your eyes while you satisfy your stomach.
Offering a
delicious
spread of fresh salads, sandwiches, pasta and traditions,
Dexter's is American highclass cuisine at its f mest, and
doesn't break the bank.
Start .off with a basket of
sweet potato chips with oriental plum sauce for dipping,
and you won't be disappointed. Tirls delectable snack is
the perfect blend of salty and
sweet paired with crispy
chips.
But save room for lunch,
because the menu has plenty
of great choices.
In the salad section, one of
.my favorites is Peter's black
grouper & sun-dried tomato
cranberry salad Fresh black
grouper is served over green
salad with chevre cheese,
sun-dried cranberries, toasted pine nuts, caramelized
onion tortillas and topped
with a tangy balsamic vinaigrette.
Dexter's also offers -up
great sandwiches. Guests
have the option of "designing'' their own sandwich and
are given their choice of
bread, Ineat,cheese,veggies
and sauce. For only $5.95, this
route always yields a delicious outcoine.
If you don't feel like putting in the effort of deciding
on your own sandwich components, Dexter's offers a
number of sandwich combinations that are expertly married. The grilled pesto chicken sandwich is made of
·flavorful pesto grilled chicken breast served on an onion
roll topped with havarti
cheese, veggies and fresh
herbs. When paired with a
small salad, it's the perfect
llinch.
Dexter's traditional American meals are also something to talk about.
Their eggplant Napoleon
is three slices of eggplant
dredged in buttennilk and
flour; crisp fried in olive oil,
then layered with spinach,
ricotta, provolone
and
parmesan cheese and baked '
on a bed of Inari.nara sauce.
It's American ingredients
with an Italian spin.
But the griUed Colby ,
cheeseburger is their classic
American favorite. I usually
use this dish as a ;<;taple to
order at Inediocre restau·rants. My logic is that it's hard
to mess up a hamburger.
I tried it at Dexter's as an
experiment: If everything
else on the menu is outrageous, then the hamburger
Inust be incredible - and it
was. Cooked to perfection,
and between a fresh Kaiser
roll, it may be a safe choice,
~ut it is also a delicious one.

•

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

Night at the Museum

The Pursuit ofHappyness

,

Rodrigo y.Gabriela
fuses flamenco,
tango and metal

The Holiday

Primeval

New 'Stairway
to Heaven' rises

Dexter's
Cuisine: American high-class fare

*****

Location: 558 W. New England Ave. ·
Winter Park, FL

Dexter's pasta is probably
the highlight of the restaurant.
The garlic buccatini With fresh
pesto is a delicious blend of
fresh egg pasta mixed with
crushed garlic, herbs, pine nuts

' and grated Rmnano cheese,
tossed with Alfredo sauce.
Dexter's prices are reasonable, and you can visit any one.
of their 'three locations in Wmter Park, Thorton Park or Lake
Mary and still feel like posh
bohemian without spending big
bucks. The atmosphere is artsy
and casual; local artists' work
line the walls, and the service is
excellent.
I recommend Dexter's to
anyone who likes art and anyone who likes food
Oh wait, that's everyone.

a

· For soxne people, this means
adopting an "out with the old, in
with the new'' attitude. For 2007,
this change will coine with popular music.
And if all goes well, you will
hear Inore artists like Rodrigo y
Gabriela
The Mexican natives have
shattered precedent and
explored a deeper meaning of
the word "fusion" on their latest
self-titled release.
Rodrigo y Gabriela features
some of the most intense and
coinpelling guitar techniques to
grace the airwaves in ages.
And the instrumentalists
made history when they topped
the charts in Ireland, beating out
esteemed artists such as Johnny

•

Rodrigo yGabriela
Album: Rodrigo y Gabriela

****•

•

label: Ato Records
Available now

f

Cash.

It's easy to get lost in the fullbodied melodies of Rodrigo y
Gabriela. Listeners will-hear the
strong flamenco, tango and
metal influences that defme this
acoustic set
For songs like "Juan Loco"
and "Satori." intricate rhythms
serve as the opening to the song,
creating an intense prologue
that only builds to the full body
of the narrative behind the
melody.
As if the Inetal and rock 'n'
roll influence wasn't already
apparent, Rodrigo y Gabriela
remind listeners of their roots
with two amazing cover songs.

Their cover of Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven'' is
the album's stand-out track.
·•
The duo inject their flam.enco flair into the timeless classic,
creating an entirely new vibe.
EcluallY notable is the cover of •
Metallica's "Orion."
Although the project lives in
Ireland, the musicians are
beginning to leave their mark +'
here in the U.S. In late 2006, the
duo appeared on The Late Show
with David Letterman and Craig
Fergusson's The Late Late Show. .,
The band's song "Tamacun"
was also featured on i11.mes as a
free single of the week.
With their impressive guitar
techniques and wide range of
influences, listeners will fmd
solace in the diversity ofRodrigo •
y ,Gabriela. The album has
opened new doors for 2007,
making the sky the limit in what
we can expect to heai:
•.

•

Send questions, comments
and album suggestions to:
AmandaKShapiro@gmaiL
com

·~~A!;~!~ ~afe
VV'i'VW• .nat:uracoffeeandt:ea.com

A place where GREAT specials, GENEROUS
hospitality and AWESOME food meet for
an ENJOYABLEtime! No matter what time
you dine, "it's five o'clock somewhere:'
With Drink Specials running from
11 am to 11 pm, everyone is sure tQ enjoy
themselves. Daily Lunch Specials from
$6.99 and guaranteed to fill you up in a
rush. Come enjoy out Ladies' Free Mini
Martini Mondays, $3 Three Olive Vodka
ANYTHING! Wednesday's and Live
Entertainment on the Patio on Fridays!

TASTE
PLAY·
TOAST
FLIRT
11448 University Boulevard (Rouse &University)
EAT
DRINK
CHAT
LOVNGE

-----· Orlando, Florida

(407) 770-6990

BUBBLE TEA BOBA - Slushics/Chillers
HOOKAHS! YERBA MATE! Frrst in Oi:lanclo
SPECIALTY BEERS and FINE WINES
FREE WIRELt'.SS Internet Access (PC's - feej

'

..

-

'*:MON -DJ NIGHT
*THURS -OPEN MIC
*SUN -OPEN
*TUE -GAME NIGHT
-CONCl:'.RT SERIES
FQRUM

*FRI

*WED -JAZZ JAM

*SAT -SINGER/SONGWRITER

·l/i")

12078 Collegiate Way, Orlando 407 482-5000
_A~os.! ~o!!! ~c:,. ~1:,!,n!Agp_!:b,~es.:,_in_C~l~i!!e~q.!!ar.! _ -~~

FREE

•1

50°/o OFF

Buy.any Specialty Drink at regular 11 Buy any Lunch item at regular price
price & get I Drink at same or lesser It and get 1 Lunch item at same or lessee
price free.
I
price at 50% savings.
One coupon per day; pcs <:ustomC'r. Not valid
with .•ny ocher olfe.r. E"plres: 01/31107

I One coupon per day; per customer. Not valid
If wirh any other offer. Explres:Ol/31107

":: . ": :. ": :. ": :. ":: . -:.-::.. ":: . -: . -:. -: :. ":: . .,,---------------=--=--=--=---25°/o OFF

1,

Buy Cafe Britt 100% Costa Rican 11
coffee at regular price and get 2•d at IJ
same or lesser price at 25% savings. I
One coupon pcl'" dayJ pt:r customer. Not valid
wiab any other offer. Expires: 01/31107

$1.00 OFF

H 00KAHS

!;, 2.

Over 20 Flavors to dioose from

I One coupon per day; per cwtomer. Not. valid.
11 will\ any other olfet:. Expires: Ol/-'1107

_,_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

..,...

-

r--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---;--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

f)

THE B/66ESTCOMIC BOOK, SCI-It.
IJINTJISY, JIN/ME, ·6JIMIN6 &MUlTlMEBIJI EllENTIN THE SOUTHEJISTI
O.Oldett, Silver Age 6-- New Cotttics
ffuttdreds of·Oatttittg iracks
Movie 6-- Screettittg Roottts
Cotttittuous-Showittg Attittte Roottts
i oys 6-- Actiott Figures
MEDIA GUESTS
MARY MCDONNELL· JAMIE BAMBER· KEVIN SORBO
EFREN RAMIREZ· NOEL NEILL· MARGOT KIDDER
VOLTAIRE· VIRGINIA HEY· DAVID HEDISON ·LOU FERRIGNO
JUNE LOCKHART· BOB MAY· MARK GODDARD
GIGI EDGLEY· DAVID FRANKLIN· WAYNE PYGRAM
BRIAN DOWNEY· XENIA SE"EBERG ·MICHAEL McMANUS
VIC MIGNOGNA· LEX LANG· SANDY FOX· VIRGIL

c

~

GUEST COMICS ARTISTS
Adam Kubert, Phil Noto, JG Jones, Steve McNiven
David Finch, Darwy_n Cooke, George Perez, Stan Sakai
Greg Horn, Jimmy Cheunq, Adam Hughes
Ethan Van Seiver, Jimmy Palm1otti, Amanda Conner

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR lOTS MORE SPECIAl GUESTSI

"'

J

)

' I

·;,

Nu11y_Proleuor

1/~;°z. Irish Creme
1/2: Frangefico
c . . rand Marnier .
ombrne ingredient ·
. .
glass filled With . s m a m1iong
strain into a I ice, swirl and
arge shot,g/ass.

All

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

•

2006 brought gems Borat, Queen
FROM A9

The Best
1. CHILDREN OF MEN
(NOW IN THEATRES)

winning, the jaded may just
have to redefine their American dream in order to achieve
it.

6. THANKYOU FOR SMOKING
(NOW ON DVD)

Alfonso Cuar6n has crafted
a viscerally compelling and
technically impressive vision
of a world in despair and disarray, as a melancholic Clive
Owen suddenly finds himself
charged with the protection
and salvation of one miraculously •pregnant woman in an
infertile future.
Thanks to Cuar6n's bravura
establishment of environment,
Emmanuel Lubezki's crackerjack cinematography and
' pitch-perfect performances by
r Owen
and affable hippie
Michael Caine, Children ofMen
: is exhilarating as so very few
: modem movies·are.

As Ivan Reitman steadily
loses his grip on humor, son
Jason unleashes his directorial
debut - a steadily incisive
satire of spin in today's culture
starring a never-smarmier
Aaron Eckhart in what's pretty
much the role he was born to
play.

I

7. PAN'S LABYRINTH
(SCHEDULED TO OPEN ON JAN. 19
AT REGAL WINTER PARK VILLAGE)

l 2. UNITED 93 (NOW ON DVD) .
: Paul Greengrass' thankfully
: impartial treatment of the
: fourth plane hijacked on Sept.
: 11, 2001, could only have been
: crafted and watched with hindsight, but that makes matters ·
l all the more inevitably devas:·tating, al> Greengrass and his
: inconspicuous actors raise
: such palpable adversity from
: an. American tragedy to a
chiefly human one.

3. THE FOUNTAIN
Writer/director
Darren
Aronofsk:y's three-fold tale of
devotion sinks in on levels both
•grand and intimate thanks to
_the poignant performances by
Hugh Jackman and Rachel
Weisz, Matthew Libatique's
hypnotic visuals and Clint
M(.UlSell's haunting score.

Clillt Eastwood;s somber
portrait,of the doomed Japan~se occupation of Iwo Jima is
helped by the particularly
striking performances of Ken
Watanabe and Kazunari
· Ninomiya and a more judicious
, inclusion of flashbacks than its
· companion piece, the flawedbut-fascinating Flags of Our
Fathers.
I

: 5. LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE
; (NOW ON DVD)
A game cast, especially the
supporting trifecta of Alan
: Arkin, Steve Carell and Paul
: Dano, elevates this comedy of a
: dysfunctional family on the
road into an understated and
•endearing commentary on
how, in a society steeped in an
all-or-nothing mentality of
1

1

1. (TIE) THE HEART IS DECEITFUL
ABOVE ALL THINGS AND LADY
IN THE WATER
Oh, the perils of misguided
convictions. On one hand. Asia
Argento's exceedingly unpleasant story of a child subjected to·
drugs, drinking and the occasional act of sodomy, based on .
an (oops) fictit,ious autobiography.
.
On the other, M. Night
Shyamalan's indulgent tale
about the residents of an apartment complex - except for
that critic - helping a water
nymph enlighten an author
(Shyamalan) and then hitch a
ride back home atop a . giant .
eagle, based on a bedtime story
for his kids.
Whether inane or inhumane, these grand delusfons
are both unforgivably insufferable.

•

•

..
· UCF"SmdrtCard
Accepted Here

8. BORAT: CULTURAL LEARNINGS
OF AMERICA FOR MAKE
BENEFIT GLORIOUS
NATION OF KAZAKHSTAN
Politically incorrect, moral~
ly askew and simply too damn
funny to hold its guerrilla tactics against it, Sacha Baron.
Cohen exhibits razor-sharp
comedic
dexterity
and
admirable stamina, but it's his
astonishing cultural insights
that prove to be most formidable.
From director Stephen
Frears comes a docudrama of
impressive tact and surprising
humor, and Helen Mirren's
rightfully lauded performance
is one. of truly majestic grace
under pressure.

10. TRISTRAM SHANDY: A COCK &
BULL STORY (NOW ON DVD)
Michael Winterbottom's
meta-farce winks and nudges
at its own giddily madcap
nature - right in line with the
essence of the unfilmable
riovel on which it's based with Steve Coogan, Rob Brydon and Gillian Anderson
engaging
plenty of goodnatured self-deprecation along
the way.
,,

3940 N. Dean Rd.

The Lives of Others I Brick I
Little Children I Over the Hedge
I The Descent I Hard Candy I V
for Vendetta I Charlotte's Web I
Running Scared I The Heart of
the Game I Dixie Chicks: Shut
Up & Sing I This Film Is Not Yet
Rated I Street Fight I

..

(407) 673-8888

Oviedo

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

(407) 365-1999

Waterford Lakes

12240 Lake Underhill .Rd.
(407) ~84-1221

OPEN·DAILY AT llAM
FOR DELIVERY!

Mention ct.iupon when ordering.

Present at time of purchase.

11'

•
z:

Come join us for our excellent lunch specials
"
start~ng at just $5.95

2. (TIE) LARRY THE CABLE GUY:
HEALTH INSPECTOR AND VAN
WILDER 2: THE RISE OF TAJ

)

Dinner
' Monday - Saturday 3pm to 1Opm.
Sunday 12pm to 9pm.

3. (TIE) BLOODRAYNE AND
MADEA'SfAMILY REUNION
Perennial worst-of denizens
Uwe Boll and Tyler Perry
make their requisite appearances, courtesy of a moronic
video-game adaptation and a
bromidic farce/melodrama.

4. (TIE) JUST MY LUCK
AND MATERIAL GIRLS
.Remind the people at Merriam-Webster to redefine
'puerile' in their next edit.ion.

•

Lunch
Monday - Saturday 11-am to 3pm.

There are terminal illnesses
more entertaining than either
of these gems, one being the
epitome of laziness, the other
being the nadir of 'comedy
itself

~I

•

Tuscawilla Bend Shopping·Center
University Palms Shopping Plaza
2200 Winter Springs Blvd, Suite 115
4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 200
Oviedo, Fl 32765
Oviedo, Fl 32765
407-359-8085
407-359-1888
Dine in and takecout available.

r

--

-

Dragon Court Coupon

•
•

I Take 1Oo/o off th·e entire check I
I
Must present this coupon with bill.
I

L

I

~

_:piration date:. May 31, 2007.

•

MASTER OF ARTS IN

m

HONORABLE MENTIONS

•

Dean & Universit'y

Guillermo del Toro complements The Devil's Backbone
with another imaginative historical fable of innocence and
evil amidst the bloody backdrop of the Spanish Civil War,
where monsters lurk in both
fantasy and reality.

9. THE QUEEN

4. LETTERS FROM IWO JIMA
' (SCHEDULED TO OPEN ON JAN. 19)

The Worst ·

5. (TIE) DOOGAL AND ARTHUR
AND THE INVISIBLES
Not once, but twice this
year does The Weinstein Company hijack lackluster animation from overseas, whittle.
down the running time, and
cram the poor English dubbing
full of feeble puns, dopey pop
culture references and Jimmy
Fallon.

TEACHING

•

• Se!Ve the community by teaching science or math in middle and.high
school classrooms.
• Receive a master's degree from UT in 13 months.
•. Earn teacher salar)' and benefits.
• ·Become'. eligible for tuition reimbursement and student loan forgiveness.
• Scholarships available for the 2007 cohort class.
• Start in Summer 2007.
• For admission requirements, please visit our web site: grad.utedu

Info
Session

teach

•

'
•

serve·

Be a Pa.rt of the Solution!

"'

· Saturday, January 20
Noon - 1:30 p.m.

•

Plant Hall, Grand Salon
Reserve your seat.
Phone: (813) 258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu
Register online: grad.ut.edu

Scholarsi1ips for Nurse Pending &Upper Division Majors that cover full tuition or room & board capped at $l0k per
yr p!us monthly stipend & books. For'.<letarls. contact MAJ Brian Fallon at 40/-823-5383. www.army.ucf.edu

The University of Tampa
Graduate Studies
401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33606-149(}
Phone: 813-258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu
Web site: grad.ut.edu

•

•

(

..

The Uniwrsity Of

TAMPA
SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

II

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classi.fieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

•

•

Online:
9 a.m. day before publicat.i on
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check .
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

BARTENDERS-WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Atlantic.Net is looking for
Level 1 Support Technicians to join
our growing team of professlonals
In our Tier 1 Data Center In
Orlando. Duties Include phone
support for Dlal-up and Shared Web
Hosting services. Full-time
positions available, $11/hour. Send
resume to hr@atlantlc.net.

If you are energetic and have an interest in making a difference in the
lives of children, consider a career at the Positive Place for Kids.
Positions Available: FT &PT - Chef, Membership Clerk, Program Asst,
Administrative Asst, Accounting, Family Services Specialist, Program
Director, Teen Director,& ESOL Instructor.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT

Please see our website at www.bgcd.org for additional details.
Send resume with cover letter to hr@bgcd.org o;faxto 407-872-7796. eof/DFWP

FT/PT weekdays. Must drive stick.
Professional appearance. Hourly + tips.
Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025 and leave message.
INTERNS WANTED! National Marketing
& Promotions Agency in Orlando seeks
interns interested in hands-on exp. Work
directly under company President
Email interns@belovedmarketing.com.

•

•

•

Counselors wan~ed for
afterschool program at KldTown
USA, Winter Springs. Great facilities
and kids. Afternoons now and full
time In the summer vacation. Would
suit Elementary Education major.
Call 407 696 0113.

•

•

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Eiccellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

"'EARN TOP PAY FULL & l»ARTTIME
•

•

225
250

275
300

RATES

For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
500 Announcements
A
600 Traver
B
700 Worship
B
800 Miscellaneous
B
900 Wanted
B

325
350
375
400

First issue:
· Each addl issue:

>.,,.

"''

' IS

'.

-'

'" Servers, Hostess, Bus~ers, Cooks.~xpo,
"' Dlsh~ashe~, Food'Runners,~n'd R.etail C~shiers

OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED
· Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small home-based office near UCF.
$1 O/hr. Call 203-526-7882 or
407-277-8941

APPLJ IN ~ERSON
6QOO UNIVERSAL BLVD. SUITE 743
.""OR.LANDO; FL. 32819

w,

·

Downtown law firm seeking file clerk.
M-F, flexible hours. Please fax resumes
to 407-841-9726 Attn: Julio Martinez
Animal hospital near UCF seeks PT vet
tech for morning and w/e duties. PT
bather, pet act. coord. needed for w/e
duties. Exp. pref. Call 407-366-7323.
Experienced HTML Web Designer
Must be fluent with Front Page
No Java or Flash needed
CSS exp a plus
Call 407·729-1952

Lifeguards -$8.50/hr
• Water Safety Instructors - $9.50
Recreation Aides -$8:SO/hr • Youth Counselors-$10.00/hr
The City of Qviedo Parks and Recreation Department has the above positions
available. Lifeguards must be.certified in CPR and Lifeguard Training;
Instructors must be certified in CPR and WSI. We offer a flexible schedule to
work around classes. Free access to City facilities (gymnasium, fitness room,
aquatic facilities, tennis, racquetball and basketball courts).

Apply online at www.cityofoviedo.net, or in person to Human
Resources at City Hall, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL 32765.

Great ground floor opportunity to learn
commercial (inancing with a company
that provided over $100 million in loans
last year. Looking to add recent or soon
to be grads that want an opportunity to
learn in a fast-paced environment. Must
be hard working, self-starter and
confident to call on high level executives.
FT/PT positions available $14hr.+
bonuses. Addi info WWW.C-MAC.BIZ
Email resume to hr@c-mac.biz.
Valet parking attendants needed.
$10·13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

'

WAN.TED!
C·u stomer Service Reps
•

$ Hourly.:+- Couuuission

$ Closf' to Fnll S.lil & UCF
(Fori;:ytla

& Uuive-rsity}

$ CM11~1l Ores::.
$ L.1i<J-B~l<·]:: Ahuospl1erE>

Rate ·A

Rate B

Rate C

$6

$9

s4

$6

$J.8
$12

• Pricing indudes up to .four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reac~ing UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

!mil

W:il General

•

•

100
125
150
175
200

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
HelpWanted:Full-Tnne C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
ForRent:Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
b

~ HELP WANTED:

•

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

Crime Analvst
RecelfGrads or Part-time students only
Ft.ill-ti"\~ students need not apply

EARN FULL TIME PAY

•FT, Mon-Fri, 8-5
Ki;. No Experience Necessary
•Salary Range $24K-$26K
Metro-west Area
• Must have Valid
• Drivers Ucense
• Bi-lingual a Plus

WORKING PART-TIME HOURS
$350-$450/wk average

+

.We are the national leader in the media marketing
industry working with the top companies
across the natibP!

'
:·:

Fun/Professional Environment
• Growth Opportunities
,;
•Flexible Schedures AM/PM
"
·Weekly Paych~cks • Paid Training j ,
• Management Oppqrtunities AvaUabJe ,] •.
.
Call ondSet-llp on lmmediote lnterviewt'j ~~ ne~

Send 1 page Resume to:
Email: KPCrimeAnalyst@aol.com
-ORFax: 407-578-9339

1nor.,

.

.

New Location Opening Soon
4960 E. Colonial Dr. (1 mile west of 436)
PT/FT avi:iilable ·Asst. Mgrs. & Team
Members. Flexible hours, meal discounts,
bonuses, scholarship, vacation & holiday
pay. Health insurance for FT positions .
Seeking happy, smiling, dependable &
energetic people only. Apply at our
·
Blanchard Park location inside the YMCA.
407-658-1610

..

·>.,.

.,.

The Following Positions:
Lifeguard· Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance ·Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

greater

orlando

Great Benefits Including:

food bank
fEEOlllG ANO PROVIDING HOPE IN CENTRAL Fl ORIOA

· Free Admission •Free Quarterly Tickets· College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Hiring a full-time front desk attendant
and a full-time stocker. $7.50/hour.
Send resume to Kari Lobsinger at
Jobs@GreaterOrlandoFoodBank.org
or fax to (877) 772-0091

Hpptg now:

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

fi\\ out an app\ication
ONLINE\ 'l}isit
wetnwi\dor\ando.col1\

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resou.rces daify between 9AM and 4PM

LINE COOKS WANTED :
Great pay, great benefits.
Tuition assistance, Insurance, 401 K
Flexible hours.
Apply at TGI Friday's, Waterford Lakes.

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 ·FAX (407) 345-1005

We now have openings for FT or PT
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call Jeff (407) 774-5335.

PART-TIME NANNY
For three children in our Avalon Park
home. Must be dependable and
energetic. Needed mornings and to
drive children to/from school and
activities. Experience & ref req. $1 O/hr.
Please call Todd~ 630-292-2717.
Servers, Cashiers and Hosts Wanted
PT/FT .No exp necessary. Energetic
people w/ positive attitudes. Only 20
min from UCF. Come In between 9 and
5. The .Brlarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

A few'.people,, ,
n
H
iffy
A few moments,
,,, ·1¥ ~
The powefto maRI"a"Cliffe'rence.

NOW HIRING

I•

$ Flexihlt" SchNlnlE<
Call

(3,21) 397-3727 to set up an interview
\

.•

BLOOD .DONORS NEEDE.D
FOR RESEARCH P.R OGRAM

Part time and on·call servers
needed for private club.
Houts vary and will tailor
to c~ass schedules.
Only those with positive
attitudes and reliabilicy need
apply. We offer competitive salary,
meals and complimentary
Monday golf

Interlachen Country Club
2245 Interlachen Court
Winter Park; FL 32792
Phone: 407-657.:0850
FAX: 407-657-5037
cnaples@interlachenccfl.com

in the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.

cells on an apheresis machine once every 2 months, Your participation could

'

.

involve up to 8 sessions per year, each of which is approximately 3-4 hours long. In
appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $200 per donation.
For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit

www.vaxdesign.com/donors
Questions can be directed to 407-249-3651 or donors@vaxdesign.com.

~
•

•

•

NOW111J~~~MJ6

companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid

As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood

%'®1'

For more information
Call 407 -628-4248
Mid-Florida Biologicals

VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Fl_orida's leading biotechnology research

•

•
''*'*JI
fl

A few people,
A few moments,
The power is You .

Servers &Cooks

ORLANDO

lNTERNATlONAL HMS offers competitve wages, health/dental/life insurance, holiday/ t
AIRPORT
. vacaton/skk pay, free shift meals, tuition reimbursement &401 K

· ...•·.
~-s•11nr

·

•High Income Potential! .
•Fun, Friendly & Rewarding
•High Volume, Fast Pace·

OUTBACK
S T E A K H 0 U S E·''

\'ff) VAXDlESKG \T
This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake ResearC.h
Review, In ., (CRRI), a Maryland corporation, lumbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046
.

I
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www.CentralFloridaFuiure.com

We're well-grounded
in excellence.
Want to join a team of professionals who are firmly committed to
providing healthcare excellence in our community? Consider St. Cloud.
Regional Medical Center.

NEW GRApS WELCOME!
We offer competitive salaries and outstanding benefits. For consideration,
please forward your resume t,o: HR@scrmc.hma.org. EOE

Position Available

''St. Cloud
SGA Housing and Transportation Coordinator

Housing and Transportation Coordinator is responsible for
maintaining the Safe Ride program, continuing the expansion of the
Safe Ride program for the advancement of the Knight Rider round-trip
system. The coordinator meets with Housing area councils to discuss
advocacy issues, and surveying students.for housing requests and
proposals.

"tfij;, I Regional Medical Center

·Kid's N it e Out
Now hiring professional caregivers..
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 407-828-0920 ext 0
to schedule an interview.

Massimo Trattoria Italian. restaurant
hiring prep cooks, servers, and
dishwashers. Call Alex at 407-733-8294
or visit www.massimotrattoria.com

The Housing and Transportation Coordinator is a part of the Campus
Life Unit and will be r~quired to maintain 20 office hours per week as
well as attending Student.Government programming to assist other
.Campus Life Unit members.

· HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421 ·
WEB DESIGNER - Strong HTML CSS
and graphics design skills required. Flex
schedule. Send resume/portfolio to
resumes@vistaits.com.

Deadline is January 12th by Spm

Widow in Winter Springs needs F help
with children ages 16, 13 and 6 b/w 2
and 6 p. m. Mon-Fri. occasional
overnight, Flex. sched. $1 O/hr. Call
407-359-7211.

Applications can be picked Lip in the Student Government office
Student Union Room 214

www.FreeResumeSamples. Info
Databank of resume samples, cover
letters, interview tips and more. $5 nonstudents, Free for UCF students.

Sales Person Needed
Answer phones, light paperwork,
Computer Skills Necessary
Call 407-729-1952

Janu~ry . 17,

2007
l2:00pm - 4:30pm

Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom

Who Should Attend
Students preparing for the Career
Expo., Internship Fair, Part-Time
Job Fair, or gearing up for a job
searchKeynotes

c

F

c

lister

0- . OUndeT OfR

MIDDLE SCHOOL TUTOR NEEDED
near UCF M-Th 4-5:30. Positive
attitude a must. 407-977-9856

Part-Time CAREGIVER
needed to help with aging parent.
Flexible hours, 2-3 days/week, 2-4
hrs/day. Companionship & safety
supervision, shopping/errands, light
housekeeping and meal prep. Senior
exp. pfd. Winter Park, near hospital.
703-938-8838

PROMO MODELS/BRAND
AMBASSADORS WANTED With strong
people skills to promote events, brands
and products for our clients, part time. No
prior experience necessary! Apply at
www.belovedstaffing.com.

NR & NP clerk wanted PT for small
business in Longwood. Experience or
related major required for 10 to 15 hrs ·
weekly. Reply with info and/or resume to
HR@luxurylighting.net.
Part time nanny needed. Professional
couple in Lake Nona area.
Please call 321-228-6590 or
E mail: ojg8r@earthlink.net

CONSUMER EDUCATORS NEEDED !
A national distributor of fine wine and
spirits is currently seeking part-time
Consumer Educators to represent our
brands in retail accounts. The ideal
candidate is reliable and has excellent
communication skills.
Please e-mail
christyolsen@southernwine.com to apply.
Must be at least 21 years old to apply
with a clean driving record. EOE
compliant. This is a drug-free work
environment.

'

3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585.
MARKETING REP - ON CALL
Place movie posters in stores. $1 O/hr
plus bonus. Need car/camera/flexible
schedule. 800-852-6250

Leasing Consultant
Hunter's Ridge A,partments in Winter
Park. FT Tues-Sat. $10/hr +Comm.
Fax Resume 407-657-5875.
TCBY Winter Springs Evening
manager FIT. Supervisory exp. req' d.
35-40hrs/wk. $9-$10/hr.
Call Greg 407-699-5446.
Highlight estimator - structural and
miscellaneous steel fabricator
Do take-offs and prepare proposals. Call
Jerry Howard at (386) 478-3890 or
. e-mail sales @ industri a l -ste~l.com

"·

Medical Front Desk
Receptionist Needed for fast paced
pediatrics office PRIOR PEDS
EXPERIENCE A MUST fax resume to
407-207-4866
WANTED: Real Estate Team Member
No License req. Must be organized &
have good communication skills, a ·
mind for market ing & desire to grow.
Call 800-926-0736 ex. 9000 for lnf9.
Flexible hours poss.ible.

INVESTOR SEEKS APPRENTICE
$8K-10K I PT
1-800-417-6360 x 3146

l

<

Wednesday

·
Peaker·
B nanM
Al.
.

"'

MARKETING SAVVY FASHIONISTAS
WANTED
Make your own hours and gain
amazing fashion & retail marketing
experience! Position starts
immediately. Send resume to
KrlstlnM@MrYouth.com to apply:

PART-TIME WINE & SPIRITS

The Jolly Gator Fish Camp & Restaurant
on S.R. 46 in Geneva is hiring
experienced servers for our riverfront
restaurant. (407) 349-5554.

SGA.UCF.EDU

Instructors Needed
Cheerleading or Self-Defense to teach
children. Pff evenings, great pay. Call
LeeAnn at 1-866-273·2292 or e-mail
resume to aayaleeann@tampabay.rr.com
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Sessions
-Keynote Present~tion
-Individual Coaching.Sessions
-E1nployment Workshops

s
e
I
f

Topics
-Job Search Techniques and Strategies
-Resume and Interview Preparation
-How To Negotiate Salary
I

.r-a. UCf.edu
(

'( .

Register Online at: www.crc.ucf.edu
•

UCF

CAREER SERVICES &
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

(t

<.

••(euttal :Jloriba Jutllt"t • January 12, 2007
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

•

•

Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF,
Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to
$12/hr. Must have own car and cell
phone. 407-276-2881 or 407-359-5901
Jewelry Lovers, fun job, PIT or FIT. Lia
Sophia fashion jewelry manager looking
for demo~strators. High commission,
earn free Jewelry. No exp. necessary.
Visit my website
www.liasophia.com{joanna •
Click on "Contact me" or call
Joanna Porter 631-666-6445.
Wealth 101
Enfreprenuers only!
The law of least effort· business model.
www.thewealththeory.com/wecan
800-263-2563 x6843

Start your own mortgage

•

business for $200. Originate loans in
over 42 states. Generate.profits with
your own team. Quick growth, no
license or exp. necessary, pt, will train.
To attend our company overview call
1-888-649-2265

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

+

TOWNHOME FOR RENT @
Tuskawilla and Aloma, 1,915 SF, 3
bed, 2.5 bath, 1-car garage, wood
laminate floors, corian countertops,
upgraded cabinets, stainless steel
appliances, $1,295/mo, 407-928-7548
UCF Area - 3/212 Home for rent
Corner Lakes - 1500 sq ft
Open floor plan, nice appliances!
Call for price 407-375-6693

•

•

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath. Beautiful complex,
located in Oviedo, 5 minutes from
UCF. All appliances included.
$1095/mo + $300 security deposit.
Call 407-739-2861

•

4x4 apartment at Northgate Lakes, $525
a month w/private bathroom. All utilities
included. Call Jordan (850)624-8875

,..

2 bedroom 1.5 bath 1,215 sq ft great
community amenities, $975/mo,
b/w Semoran and Hoffner Ave.
Call 407-923-9144

•

•

Brand New 4/2.5 in Waterford Trails.
Community pool, tennis courts, 2,724 sq.
ft. W/D. Less then 10 minute to UCF.
Call 321-303-3165.
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail. immediately.
call 407-362-(656.
Avalon Park Town Houses for rent.
Beautiful 3, 4, & 5 bedroom/2.5 to 3
bath, brand new town houses avail for
immediate occupancy in the much
· sought out and picturesque area of
Avalon Park. This brand new
community w/ gated entrance is close
to it all and just min to UCF. These
town houses with garages, lake views,
comm. amenities, etc. are a must-see
and are a steal at the rental prices
starting at $1400 Principle Investments
Inc (407) 277-5323

........................

.....

mlll!~----

Luxury 3/2/2 + Office

•

2000 sq ft, 4 miles from UCF, off Dean,
gated comm, screen porch, pond, all
appliances, $1290/mo, call 407-227-2282
3/2 Custom Duplex 2 miles from UCF
1150 sq ft. All appliances included.
No smoking $1200/mo + sec dep.
$40 application fee. 407-359-5.!)01

•
DOWNTOWN 1/1 condo on the first floor
of a MELROSE PLACE type community.
.:.~
Wood floors, lush landscaping and
beautiful pool. Immaculate condition!
Quiet and ready to move in! $825/mo.
Call Suzanne at 407-898-8088

UCF Area I Oviedo
91

Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from UCF
campus. Cathedral c~ilings, ceiling fans
and big 1830 sq. ft. Refrigerator, range,
dishwasher. Quiet, safe neighborhood.
.,
Nearly new house ideal for couple or
UCF. Incl. pool, clubhouse, tennis.
$1350/mo.RELAWYER777@aol.com or
407-808-6589

•
t

NEW T()wn Home for Rent,
close to UCF, 3/3.5/2car, gated,
comm. pool, all appl, $1250 mo. Call
Carolyn 407-405-0371 FL Homes
Realty Pro Grp
Nice 4 1/2 BR 3 Bath and Pool.
Furnished or Unfurnished. Home located
in the Waterford Lakes area.. Call Ramon
407-758-9052 for details.

•

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407·571 ·3659

•

House for Rent, Waterford Lakes,
6 bd I 3 ba, with pool, $2500/ mo.
call Kathy 407-463-4379

412.5 bed/bath 2100 sq.ft home located
off Lk UnderhllVDean Rd. Hardwood
• floors,fireplace,lg backyard $1350/mo
1pet friendly. Call Patrick 407 595-3201

•

Airport/Avalon area~ 4/212 home for rent,
$1300/mo. 313.5'townhome for rent,
$1395/mo. Both avail. ASAP.
Century 21, call Steve at 407-380-6452.

•

•
i1l!1I

•
'.?t.

•

For Rent-Spacious 2 bed/1 bath at Villas
At Lakeside (1920 Summer club Drive in
Oviedo)
-recreational facilities included
-w/d included
-close to UCF and 417
-negotiable rent/groups welcome
contact (407)935-1062 ask for Fredy
Efficiency apt. $400/mo, partially.
furnished, utll. incl., close to UCF, In a
• residential neighborhood.
Call 407-366-6413.
LOOKlll
2 bdrms avail In a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + split utll.
Call 407-619-5642, leave message.

Airport/Avalon area: Why rent an old
apt? Rent a new homel 4/2/2 home,
$1300/mo. 313.5 townhome, $1395/mo.
C-21, call Steve at 407-380-6452.
Room for rent in a brand new 212 condo
in Waterford Lakes. Can be furnished if
needed. Asking $600 plus half utilities.
Email me at lilmisslauralee@hotmail.com
if you have any questions.
Altamonte - Uptown
Walk to everything - 1 Bed / 1 Bth on
Crane's Roost Park. $895 includes all
utilities. Close to EverythiRg - Right off
1-4. Real Estate Hotline 800-590-9458
Fully Furnished -Short term avail
Altamonte, Downtown Orlando and
Lake Mary Gated, upscale, lakefront
with A+ amenities in only the best
locations.1 Bed I 1 Bath, all utilities +
cable included. $1075 per month
- Real Estate Hotline 800-590-9458
Why Rent? Own for $99k with nothing
down! Gated, waterfront, upscale
amenities only the best locations.
www.REWholesaler.com The F.leal
Estate Liquidators 800-590-9458

952-12 Courtyard Lane: ,
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
• All carpet throughout
• Eat in kitchen
• Large utility room
• Full size washer/dry«1

•

Female needed for 4/2 house 5 min
away from ucf. $510 a mon for
everything. call 754-264-4843
F roommate needed for FURNISHED 3/2
across from UCF. Rent is $463/mo. allinclusive! No extra for util! Apt. rent incl.
h-s Internet, cable w/HBO, full size W/D,
and all amenities. Room incl. bed,
dresser, and desk w/chair. Call Jackie at
239-404-9742 to move in ASAP!
Female roommate wanted to share 3
bedroom/2 bath home in Waterford
Lakes. Go to www.myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome for more
information!
Female, non-smoking, roommate. NEW
Townhome, Avalon Park-Close to UCF.
SAFE/SECURE gated comm. ALL
utilities inc. $600mo. 3219172968

Greater Orlando
Share Luxurious Homes
Orlando & Central Florida $425 Clean
· Shared Bath Master $600 and up + Utll.
All Appl./HS Internet Photo shows
Sample Home 407-222-1247/or
407-334-6658
1 Room for rent in UCF area ASAP.
Looking for mature student. N/S,
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1~ util.
Call 407-970-6109.

Beautiful Room for Rent

Looking for clean, non-smoking students
to rent 2 bedrooms in 4/2 house near
Dean and University. $375 and $400 per
month plus util. Call 305-395-1488.
Looking for non-smoking students to rent
~ 2 rooms in 4/2 house near Dean and
University. $375 and $400/mo. each
plus util. Call 305 304 8155.

$500/mo EVERYTHING INCL
Ultil, wireless net, cable. Private
bedroom, bath shared with 1 other.
In Creekwood (1/4 mlle from UCF)
Call Steve: 9545479374
$500/MONTH WITH UTILITIES.
Private bedroom, bath shared with 1
other. In Creekwood (across from
campus.) Call Steve:9545479374
"
1 room available
now in 4/2 house. Pref.
fem. $375 +utilities, 5 min1rom UCF.
call 321-948-6358 or 412-266-0474.

2- F Roommates needed. 1O min from
UCF. $550/mo, utl. incl. Cable/internet.Community Pool/Tennis Court, $250 sec.
dep. No Pets/Smoking. Move in FEB 1st.
Call 407-529-9349 & 407-403-3915
2 Roommates needed in a 3/2 house on
Dean and University. N/S and Female
preferred. Pets allowed but deposit is
required. 400 for each room + utilities.
(water and garbage included) Available
ASAP. Please call Andrea @
954-257-7847
Aloma & Tuskawilla- Roommate needed
to share luxury home.
$500/mo. pays all. 407-657-6753

Need 2 roommates for great house 3
mlles north of campus. Everything
Incl. $500/mo. Call 407-359-6661.
**WALK, BIKE OR SHUTTLE TO UCF**
Room avail, 3/2 home, W/D, wirelessDSL
NEXT TO TIVOLI/PUBLIX. M/F n/s furn
Landscaping/pest control/cleaning prov
$375/mo util in\:I ucf2005@bellsouth.net

University House sublease available.
Unfurnished master bedroom with private
bathroom. $515 per month, all utilities
included plus campus shuttle. Available
immediately, call Jamie @ 954-604-1555

**WHY PAY DORM FEES**
INVEST/BUY
.3/2 + Fam.Rm. 2c gar. CBS. 2 yrs new.
Near UCF in a Private Community on
Conservation Lot. Many upgrades.
$299,000. Call for appt. 954-600-4516

1 Furn rm $500/mo. incl util. No lease.
Non-refundable $100 sec. dep.
Call 407-232-1802 (cell)
407-380-4892 (work)
Room for rent in 3/2 home in Ashington
Park. New and clean. 5 mins from
UCF. Quiet community, avoid traffic.
High-speed Internet and wireless
cable. $450/mo util incl. Call
407-595-1183
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***1 O BEST BUYS***
Free list with pictures
of 1O Best Buys in your specific price
range and desired location
Www.OrlandoFreeHomelnfo.com
or Free recorded information.
1-866-380-7301 ID #1040
The Real Estate Specialists

14

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

I

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

I

5 6
8 '1 ............+·····

4 ,9
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r ·''" "l

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits· 1 through 9
with no repeats .

r- - -

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

:

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku,com ·

CROSSWORD

670VALENCIA.COM
3 br, 2 ba, contemporary home In East
Orlando for only $243,900. MLS #
T2209601. Visit web site for open
house dates and Info.
Call (407) 737-6973.
Avalon Park - 3BR 2BA 2-car garage
townhome. Built 2005.
Furnished/unfurnished. Must sell.
$250,000 or make offer. 386 689-4930

Owner occupied immaculate 3/2 with
fireplace and great master suite. Short
walk to Eastwood golf course, driving
range and community pool. $283,900
Call Suzanne at 407-898-8088

2/2 Condo 5 min to UCF.
1st fir, Appl incl.W/D, Scrnd porch. Low
condo fees incl. water.basic cable etc.
$159,900 Realty USA Inc. (407) 721-8874

DOWNTOWN 1/1 condo on the second
floor of a MELROSE PLACE type
community. Lush landscaping and
beautiful pool. Quiet and ready to move
inl Out of area owner is motivated! Only
$151,500. LOW HOA fees.
Call Suzanne at 407-898-8088

Spacious 1bd/1.Sba condo
In quiet complex. Sunny w/blg
porch, laundry, pool. Very clean &
fresh. 6mo dues paid w/acceptable
offer. $119,000 Call Realtor .@
407-256-5896.
NEW Avalon Parkmmber Pt. 3/2.5/1,
gated community; pond, pool, jacuzzi,
appliances, lowest price in Avalon Park
.$2099 Call 407-249-4969.
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
4/2 home. Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced,
. 1car gar. Bring reasonable offer.
$224,900. Call Joyce at Century 21
Oviedo. 407-366-5837.

ACROSS
1 Indistinct
vocalization
7 Silent actor
11 Money roll
14 Co-founder of
"The Taller"
15 Tennis stats
16" Town"
17 Putting areas
18 Scatter about
20 Necessitate
22 Multi-deck game
23 Play part
24 Coward of note
26 Those folk
27 Bookcase board
30 Actress
Witherspoon
33 Anger
34 Decorative s1rip
36 Dote on
38 Closely related
39 Add to payroll
40 Picturesque
43 Posted guards
47 Triumphed
48 Take it easy
50 Salon dye
51 Seaweed, e.g.
53 Skater's leap
55 TV watchdog
agency
56 Trudged
59 Fine point
62 Win over
64 Haitian religion
66 Humpty Dumpty,
e.g.
67 Largest
continent
68 Mr. Hemingway
69 Ruby of "Peyton
Place"
70 Suggestive look
7 1 Grommet
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DOWN
Chinese food'
additive
.
Netherlands city
Come back in
Encounter
Forearm bone
Pine sap
Demented
Frozen hanger
Southwest
plateau

© 2007 Tribune Media Serv1ces, Inc.
All rights reserved.

10 Cable stn.
11 Adoration
12 Stark
13 Wishful thinker
19 Have a little
lamb
21 Actress Sophia ·
23 Pompous fool
25 Always,
poetically
28 Low-fat
29 Hindu wonderworker
31 Gyrate
32 Ground
35 Small rodents
37 Scant
39 Put a curse on
40 Exchanged
41 Academic
institution
42 Devour greedily
43 Coltrane's
instrument
44 Non-Christian, to
Christians
45 Completely
- surround
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Last issue solved
46" Cul-de49 Gary Player's
nickname
52 Commercial
spots
54 Flood shield
57 Two-part

BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still in plastic. Delivery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.
Bed 100% all brand new King plllowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

IN A BAND? KNOW SOMEONE IN A
BAND? ~ A great recording Is
essential. I want to record your
. demo or album. As low as
$200/song & amazing res~lts.
RANDOMGONG.COM
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
·
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322
BED $160, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.

WE IJ.UY·CARS • ANY CONDITION

58 Soften
60 British
conservative
61 Top-notch
63 Corn serving
65 Giant legend
Mel

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

BRAND NEW, Tempu.r-pedlc type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avall. Call 407-423-1202.

Room for rent in a 4 bedroom house
near Waterford Lakes. $550/month
including all Utilities, cable and internet.
Near UCF, Universal and Disney.
Available now. Call 321-231-9094
Roommate needed to share 3/2 condo,
15 min from UCF, Pool, Gym, Newly
renovated, walk-in closet, private bath
$500/mnth 386.843.2817

-~

5 4

Two Rooms for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse
1500 sq.ft. located in Waterford Lakes
Area $550/mo includes everything. For
more info Call Angela 321-662-8754

2 Rooms Available, Female Roommates
4/2.5, W/D, close to UCF, cloi;e to
Waterford, Starting at $400/mo +utl, Call
Ashley at 954-531-2037

I
8217-22 SunSpring Cirde:
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
• Fully furnished
• Outside storage
• Kitchen remodeled
• Guest bedroom has
built in shelves
·Master bedroom has
wood floors

Room Avail Immediately.
New house just built in Oviedo.
Close to UCFNalencla. Washer&
Dryer, Yard, garage, furnished/ M or F.
Please call Heather 321-544-9211

ttAft.~'$0N

socce~chica6@yahoo.com

••2 Bedrooms Available Immediately**
414 $525/mo all utl Included. Science
Drive. Shuttle Service. Furnished.
Call 954-829-7144

in brand new 4/3.5/2 home, 4 miles from
UCF, 2600 sq ft, fully furn, all appl, gated
comm, tennis court, $420/mo incl cable,
call 407-227-6361
Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spacious home w/ pool. $450/mo· util
Incl. Contact Steve 305-281-3104 or
email scaslos76@aol.com

APRIL

Move-in ASAP, JAN. RENT PAID FOR!
Female needed in 3/2 at Northgate
Lakes from Jan-Aug. $480/mo.
Furnished & all utilities incl.(free cable &
internet) 5 mins from UCF. Shuttle to
campus. Call 407.433.3035 or

1 F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo.
Nice neighborhood, beautiful house, 4
miles from UCF. $550/mo, all utilities
included. Call 786-344-3221
Looking for quiet roommate. Grad
Student Pref. Resp. Male to move into
room w/ optional private bath. Beautiful
3/2 immaculate student house. Fresh
paint, new tile, sec. system, 6 min. from
UCF, brand new W/D, all furniture, brand
new bath, full .kitchen. Must be clean.
Negotiable price. Cable TV, Wireless
high speed internet.. All utilities included.
Must be 21 or older. Background check.
Call 305-527-5415.

CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK'S WINNER

1/1 apt. for sublease ASAP at The Lofts!
Fully furnished, w/d in unit, all util. incl. in
rentl Bonus room for add. bedroom or
office! $1000/mo. 954-298-6159

M/F Roommate wanted. 3/2 house in
Ashington Park 3 miles from UCF
525/month includes all utilities
407-207-8523 (C)803-361-2281

Don't miss out! Spring Break 2007 is
approaching and STS is offering specials
to this years hottest destinations! Call for
savings 1.800.648.4849 or visit
www.ststravel.com

FRAG meets 12:00pm on Sunday,
January 21. If you are interested in
attending, preregister and get more
Information at
http://www.warhorn.net/fragcon/
NO COST FOR UCF STUDENTS.

$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the. island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE from $3391
Includes Meals, Taxes,
Exclusive Parties w/MTV Celebrities.
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica
From $599! Panama City from $169!
Organize a group and travel FREE! Call
SpringBreakTravel.com at
1.800.293.1443- or visit
www. springbreaktravel.com
use promo code: na55

1

'1l

+MORE!!
For more information, contact:

•

AVALON PARK VILLAGE. 2-3
roommates wanted for new 3BR plus
den/2BA home. 20 min to UCF.
Furnished. No pets. Security system,
phone, internet, water, cable, W/D
included. Community pool. $500 $600/mo plus pay electric bill. Available
now. Call 407-810-0138.

1st Month's Rent FREE! University
House. 1 room in a 4/2.5 Apt. All utilities
included. High speed internet, cable,
HBO, washer/dryer, tanning bed, pool,
and own bath. $465 a month. Will
include free bed and furniture.
Call J.D. @ 407-595-0376 or
jdspano36@gmail.com

2 bdrms 2.5 bath town home w/ garage
avail Immediately, starting at 650,
students welcome, income restrictions
apply, call 407-324-7773

Condo Units at The Club at Orlando
now available tor rentl

•

•

2 Female Roommates needed for a 312
house off of Valencia College Lane.
W/D and security alarm. $375-$400 a
month plus 1/4 of utilities. Lease
starting Feb. 1st. Call Crystal at
386-931-3786.
AVALON PARK Townhouse non
smoker. 3/3 $600/mo for 2nd Master. I
have 2 small dogs. call 954-536-0347 or
e-mail dnll7272@yahoo.com

F roommate wanted avail. NOWI 1/1 in a
212 townhome less than half mile to UCF
main campus $500 month+ half·util.
Call 407-620-2630
WOW! Lowest Priced Rental In the
Club at Orlando! 212 Condo, All
Appliances & Courtyard View!
$900/Mth and $500 Depi
Vlslt:http:/1284805.rentclicks.com

SPOT
THE SPOOF

1Bed/1 Ba - $910
Pegasus Connection (1 mile from UCF)
Free Shuttle, Internet, Cable TV.all util.
863-224-6462 or ryanblac@hotmail.com

513 2500 sq. ft. 15 min. from UCF.
18"x18" ceramic tile throughout. $535/mo
Trash pickup, cable, and internet incl.
Call Jasmine 407-488-8575.

•

•

1 bdrm in a 3/1 close to UCF.
Utilities and Internet included.
Available February.
$450/Mo Contact 954-937-1223
koyapb@ix.netcom.com

BRAND NEW town home close to
UCF. 312.5, 1 car garage, gated
communHy, pool, ceramic tiling, on
pond. $1100/mon. $800 dep. Call
Prodigy Property Mgmt
(407) 718-7501
Avalon Park. This gorgeous, spacious
4/212 brand new house is avail fo"r
immediate occupancy. Close to all
shopping amenities and entertainment.
Located in Avalon Park, this 2 story
2600 sq ft house is just minutes to
UCF. A must see! Principle
Investments Inc (407) 277•5323

A15

Victoria Equities Realty

407-649-4205
or 321-689-3612

• We Sell.& Install glass
• Wheels, Tires, Mirrors & more
• _,we do radiator repairs
• Plus a 5 acre U..Pull-lt yard
• 10% offJNith this ad

·- .:& , Used Auto Parts, Inc

wa 4°il7568N2131

Email: jnbused02~ol.corn •Website: jnbauto.com • Fax: 407 568 471~2

Place Classifieds

ONLINE
in the

(entral '1odba 1uture

for as low as $4 an issue!

www.KnightNewsp~pers.com/ classifieds
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www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com
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... Pass your class .
starting at $1.99""
Just buy the chapters
you need and
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$1,000

AT THE FLORIDA MALL NEAR NORDSTROM
R NALINASTORE.COM 407.8~8.2160
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